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Abstract
Tremendous research work has been put into the realm of distributed relay networks, for its
distinct advantages in exploiting spatial diversity, reducing the deployment cost and mitigating
the effect of fading in wireless transmission without the multi-antenna requirement on the re-
lay nodes. In typical relay networks, data transmission between a source and a destination is
assisted by relay nodes with various relaying protocols.
In this thesis, we investigate how to adaptively select the relay weights to meet specific
interference suppressing requirements of the network. The thesis makes original contributions
by proposing a filter-and-forward (FF) relay scheme in cognitive radio networks and an iterative
algorithm based transceiver beamforming scheme for multi-pair relay networks. In the firstly
proposed scheme, the relay nodes are adapted to deal with the inter-symbol-interference (ISI)
that is introduced in the frequency-selective channel environment and the leakage interference
introduced to the primary user. Our proposed scheme uses FF relay beamforming at the relay
nodes to combat the frequency selective channel, and our scheme also aims to maximize the
received SINR at the secondary destination, while suppressing the interference introduced to
the primary user (PU). This scheme is further extended to accommodate a relay nodes output
power constraint. Under certain criteria, the extended scheme can be transformed into two sub-
schemes with lower computational complexity, where their closed-form solutions are derived.
The probability that we can perform these transformations is also tested, which reveals under
what circumstances our second scheme can be solved more easily.
Then, we propose an iterative transceiver beamforming scheme for the multi-pair distributed
relay networks. In our scheme, we consider multi-antenna users in one user group communi-
cating with their partners in the other user group via distributed single-antenna relay nodes. We
employ transceiver beamformers at the user nodes, and through our proposed iterative algo-
rithm the relay nodes and user nodes can be coordinatively adapted to suppress the inter-pair-
interference (IPI) while maximize the desired signal power. We also divide the rather difficult
transceiver beamforming problem into three sub-problems, each of which can be solved with
sub-optimal solutions. The transmit beamforming vectors, distributed relay coefficients and the
receive beamforming vectors are obtained by iteratively solving these three sub-problems, each
having a closed-form solution. The tasks of maximizing desired signal power, and reducing
inter-pair interference (IPI) and noise are thus allocated to different iteration steps. By this ar-
rangement, the transmit and receiver beamformers of each user are responsible for improving
its own performance and the distributed relay nodes can be employed with simple amplify-and-
forward(AF) protocols and only forward the received signal with proper scalar.
This iterative relay beamforming scheme is further extended by distributing the computa-
tion tasks among each user and relay node, through which high computational efficiency can
be ensured while extra overhead of bandwidth is need for sharing beamforming vector updates
during the iteration steps. Furthermore, with respect to the channel uncertainty, two more relay
strategies are proposed considering two different requirements from the communication net-
work: sum relay output power and individual relay output power.
At last, the application of the iterative relay beamforming method in cognitive radio net-
works is studied, where multiple pairs of users are considered as secondary users (SUs), and
the designed transmit beamforming vector, relay beamforming vector and receive beamforming
vector together guarantee that the inner interference of their transmissions is well suppressed
while the interference introduced by them to the PU is restricted under a predefined threshold.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Within the realm of both academia and industrial wireless communications, the
pursuit for better throughput, reliability and capacity has always been the main
task of relevant research. The widely studied multiple-antenna based multiple-
input-multiple-output (MIMO) scheme is one of the successful techniques to
achieve those goals, and it has been intensively adopted in standards such as
WLAN [1], WiMAX [2], LTE and LTE-Advanced [3]. However, in most prac-
tical applications, the wireless terminal devices are employed with single an-
tenna, due to the limitation of physical size, battery life and processing power.
In order to exploit the merits of MIMO techniques in networks with single-
antenna devices, the concept of distributed relay network has been proposed,
and it has demonstrated its distinct advantages in exploiting the spatial diver-
sity, reducing the deployment cost and mitigating the effect of fading in wireless
communications through user-cooperation [4–10]. In such networks, commu-
nication resources are shared by different users to assist each other in transmit-
ting the information stream by means of relaying messages from the source to
12
destination through multiple independent paths, which forms a virtual MIMO
communication scheme. In a typical relay network, data transmission between
a source and a destination is assisted by relay nodes with various relaying pro-
tocols, among which two most studied strategies are the amplify-and-forward
(AF) scheme [11–16] and the decode-and-forward (DF) scheme [17–22]. In the
AF scheme, relay nodes aim at compensating the power loss of the received sig-
nal by amplifying it with a proper scale and phase-shift, while in the DF scheme,
the relay nodes are required to decode and re-encode the received signals before
retransmitting them.
Furthermore, various strategies have also been proposed with different net-
work constructions and different tasks assigned to relay nodes. One particu-
lar research area is the multipair relay network, where multiple peer-to-peer
user pairs communicate with each other simultaneously, which significantly in-
creases the overall throughput and efficiency of the relay network [23–27]. For
such relay networks, the inter-pair interference (IPI) caused by simultaneous
signal transmissions is a crucial issue. In [25, 26, 28], the authors used differ-
ent zero-forcing (ZF) based methods to eliminate the IPI among users, while
block diagonalization (BD) was employed on a central relay node with multi-
ple antennas to reduce interferences experienced by each user pair in [29, 30].
In [31], the beamforming vectors for the multi-antenna user pairs were jointly
decided to null out the IPI and maximize the effective channel gain between
user pairs. In [23], an ad hoc network with multi-pair communications was
studied with the one-way strategy. In [24] and [25], the authors investigated the
13
multipair two-way relay networks, where the bi-directional transmissions are
supported by a multi-antenna central relay node. And in [26], a central relay
node equipped with a very large array of antennas was considered, which can
substantially reduce the interference with simple signal processing techniques.
For multipair relay networks with distributed single-antenna relays, [32–37],
the desired signals at the destinations suffer from a higher level of interference,
due to the assumption that the distributed relays do not share their received sig-
nals and thus cannot cooperate as effectively as the former network to suppress
the interference accumulated in the source-relay transmission stage. In [32],
the authors demonstrated that such network with destination quality-of-service
constraints will lead to a non-convex relay beamforming problem, that can be
turned into a semi-definite programming (SDP) optimization, and can be solved
using interior point methods. And in [33] the authors proposed to approxi-
mate the same relay beamforming problem by a convex second-order cone pro-
gramming (SOCP) problem with drastic reduction in computational complex-
ity. On the basis of it, [37] developed a distributed optimization method that
achieves faster convergence rates, using the accelerated distributed augmented
lagrangians (ADAL) algorithm [38]. Another method was proposed in [35],
where the authors used ZF to cancel the inter-user interference with the assump-
tion that the global channel state information (CSI) is known at every relay node.
In [27] the author proposed a different beamforming method on the assumption
of a large number of relay nodes, where the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) is maximized instead of having a predefined lower bound.
14
1.1 Original Contributions
Although much research has been performed in the field of distributed relay
networks, some specific areas remain unstudied, and in this thesis, we study
the FF distributed relay beamforming problem in cognitive radio networks and
proposed the iterative transceiver beamformer designs for multi-pair two-way
distributed relay networks.
1.1.1 Filter-and-Forward Distributed Relay Beamforming for Cognitive
Radio Network
Among the relay protocols used on the distributed relay nodes, the AF scheme
is of more interest due to simplicity of the algorithm and its implementation.
As an extension in [39], Chen et al proposed a new FF relay scheme for fre-
quency selective channel. In this scheme, finite impulse response (FIR) fil-
ers are employed at the relay nodes to combat inter symbol interferences (ISI)
in frequency-selective channels and the results has shown that the FF scheme
can provide significant performance enhancement for communication between
single user pair. However, when additional suppression of interference is de-
manded aside of ISI, for example, in cognitive radio networks, the original FF
relay scheme should be amended.
Motivated by that, we proposed the FF relay beamforming scheme in cog-
nitive radio networks in Chapter 3, aiming at maximizing the received SINR
at the secondary destination, while suppressing the interference introduced to
15
the primary user (PU). This scheme is further extended by considering a re-
lay nodes output power constraint. It is proved that under certain criteria, the
extended scheme can be transformed into two sub-schemes with lower com-
putational complexity, where their closed-form solutions are derived. And the
probability that we can perform these transformations is tested, which reveals
that with certain network settings our second scheme can be solved more easily.
1.1.2 Iterative Transceiver Beamformer Design for Multi-Pair Two-Way
Relay Networks
For another aspect, in all the aforementioned multi-pair distributed relay net-
work designs, user nodes are assumed to have single antenna implementation.
However, in next generation wireless communication systems like LTE/LTE-
Advanced/5G [40], multi-antenna user equipments (UEs) are accepted as ele-
mentary system setup, and with the development of multi-antenna devices and
coordinated multi-point joint-transmission techniques [41–43], where multiple
UEs collaborate and jointly steer the transmit signal, investigating the prob-
lem of how the communication of multi-antenna devices and/or virtual multi-
antenna devices can benefit in a distributed relay network becomes more and
more practical and important.
To our best knowledge, the beamforming problem in such a network has
not been investigated yet. On the one hand, to take advantage of the multi-
antenna implementations of the user nodes, we propose to utilize transceiver
beamforming on the user nodes, and thus the quality-of-service (evaluated by
16
SINR) of each user node will be jointly determined by three beamforming vec-
tors: transmit beamforming vecotr, relay coefficients and receive beamforming
vectors. The overall beamforming problem becomes more difficult than the
single-antenna-user case. On the other hand, unlike in the single-antenna-user
network, where the relay nodes are in charge of almost all the signal process-
ing tasks, in our considered network, since each user nodes are equipped with
transceiver beamformers, the main part of the signal processing tasks can be
shifted to the user side, and the relay nodes can be relieved of their usual domi-
nant role in suppressing relevant interferences and noises. Therefore, more idle
devices in a certain area can meet the simple signal processing requirement of
our scheme and be employed as a relay node to help the communication of the
user pairs.
We also propose to divide the overall beamforming problem into three sub-
problems based on the different roles of the three beamforming vectors in their
contribution to the received SINR, each of which has a closed-form solution
and decides one of the three beamforming vectors, and through an iterative
algorithm, a sub-optimal solution can be obtained. To achieve a satisfactory
performance while relieving relay nodes of the usual computation task, two
iteration-based transceiver beamforming schemes are proposed to coordinate
the operation of the users from the two user groups, where the beamforming
vectors are determined at the user nodes through an iterative process.
17
1.1.3 ADistributed Iterative Transceiver Beamforming Algorithm forMul-
tipair Two-Way Relay Networks
The transceiver beamforming design for multi-pair two-way relay networks is
further studied where we study the potential of totally distributing the computa-
tion tasks among each user and relay node, through which high computational
efficiency can be ensured; however certain degradation of SINR performance
will occur at the user nodes. And we investigate the situation when the channel
state information is continuously changing and we considered different rate of
the change in simulations.
Although the preliminary idea of uniformly amplify-and-forward (AF) pro-
tocol was easy to implement, it has limited contribution to the enhancement of
signal performances. Therefore, we further propose a different relay strategy
with consideration of sum relay power constraint that can significantly improve
the SINR performance of each user.
1.1.4 Robust Iterative Transceiver Beamforming ForMulti-pair Two-Way
Distributed Relay Networks
CSI is one of the very essential factors that can significantly affect the perfor-
mance of transmission in distributed relay networks. When it is not available at
the relay nodes, distributed space-time coding and distributed space-time block
coding can be used to obtain proper cooperative diversity gain [11, 44–47].
However, with available CSI estimated by the user nodes and/or the relay nodes,
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distributed relay beamforming can provide much better performance.
However, CSI estimation errors can potentially lead to significant perfor-
mance degradation, and such errors can hardly be avoided in distributed relay
networks, due to inaccurate channel estimation, mobility of relays, and quan-
tization errors. Much work has been done in proposing robust designs in dis-
tributed relay networks [48–53, 53–56]. In [54], the robust distributed relay
beamforming problem was investigated for single-pair one-way relay network,
and a robust relay scheme for multi-user single-destination one-way relay net-
work was proposed in [51] with the decode-and-forward protocol. In [55], a
worst-case based distributed beamforming scheme was developed for a single
communication pair with norm-bounded CSI errors. The filter and forward re-
lay beamforming scheme was studied with spherical CSI uncertainties in [56],
while in [52] ellipsoidal CSI uncertainties were considered for a multi-pair one-
way communication network.
On the basis of preliminary study of the iterative transceiver beamforming
for multi-pair two-way distributed relay networks in Chapter 4, we propose and
compare two different relay strategies, with consideration of sum relay power
constraint and individual relay power constraint, respectively. Moreover, based
on the structure, we also investigate the robustness of our proposed methods
at the presence of CSI errors and propose the worst-case based beamforming
strategies for transmit beamformers and the relay nodes, and simulation results
demonstrate that both of the proposed methods are extremely robust against CSI
errors.
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1.1.5 Iterative Transceiver Beamforming of Distributed Relay Network
in Cognitive Radio Networks
Multi-pair communications are then considered in cognitive radio networks,
where our iterative transceiver beamforming scheme is investigated. Two schemes
with different relay beamforming strategies are proposed where one aims at
maximizing SINR at each user node while keeping leakage interference power
at the primary destination under a predefined threshold and the other one adds
a total relay output power constraint to the previously studied problem. It is
proved that under certain criteria specified in Chapter 3, the second scheme
can be transformed into two sub-schemes with lower computational complex-
ity. The probability of performing those two transformations are studied and
relevant network settings are investigated.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, the background of relay net-
works beamforming is presented. In Chapter 3, the cognitive radio network
is introduced together with the distributed relay beamforming techniques and
FF strategy. Our two proposed schemes are presented, where one of them is
solved by either transforming it to a standard second-order-cone-programming
(SOCP) problem or to a sub-scheme with a closed-form solution. The condition
of performing such transformation is discussed.
In Chapter 4, the multi-pair communication network is introduced and we
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look into the transceiver beamforming problem with multiple multi-antenna
user nodes and single-antenna relay nodes, where transceiver beamformers are
used on the user nodes and uniformly AF protocol is applied on the relay nodes.
Then, the iterative transceiver beamforming schemes with totally distributing
the iteration steps on each user node and each relay node is studied in Chapter
5, where a different phase-rotate relay protocol is proposed with much better
performance. Following that, in Chapter 6, we consider the situation when CSI
errors are at presence and two robust iterative transceiver beamforming schemes
are proposed with considering total relay output power constraint and individual
relay output power constraint, respectively.
In Chapter 7, cognitive network with multi-pair communication between
SUs is introduced and we investigated the iterative transceiver beamforming
scenario in such a network. Two schemes are proposed, and one of them can
also be solved by transforming it into a sub-schemes with a closed-form solu-
tion. The condition and relevant settings of performing such transformation is
investigated.
Notations: []T , []H and [] stand for transpose, Hermitian transpose and
conjugate, respectively. jjjj denotes the Frobenius norm of a vector and jj the
absolute value of a scalar. E[] represents the expectation operator and Var[] the
variance operator. IN is the N N identity matrix.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter presents the preliminaries, background and progress of distributed
relay beamforming techniques, as well as our motivations of our investigations
in this thesis.
2.1 MIMO and Beamforming Techniques
As has been mentioned preliminarily, the idea of distributed relay beamforming
is proposed to exploit the advantage of MIMO system and they are closely re-
lated. The concept of MIMO systems is firstly introduced for communication
systems to achieve multiplexing and spatial diversity where multiple antennas
are deployed at the source node and destination node [57–59]. By providing
multiple antennas at both sides of a radio link, a typical MIMO transmission
system is formed. Spatial multiplexing can be performed by the additional an-
tennas and the system throughput can be enhanced by transmitting multiple
replicas of a signal simultaneously. More specifically, in MIMO systems, the
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source node transmits several replicas of a signal through several different and
independent channels, and thus additional message is transmitted through this
redundancy to significantly reduce the fading effect on the signal quality. And
by applying certain processing steps at the destination node, the transmitted sig-
nal can be recovered with fading and distortion being massively reduced. On
the one hand, even if the CSI is unknown, space-time coding techniques can be
used to achieve the full diversity promised by the transmit and receive antennas
[60, 61]. On the other hand, if the CSI information is known, beamforming
techniques can be adopted. It is a very efficient way to reveal the whole pic-
ture of the communication system, and it is also capable to introduce additional
array gain over the space-time coding technique [46, 62, 63], and the knowl-
edge of the channel state information can also be used to optimally allocate the
transmitting power and/or the power of relay nodes, which can lead to a better
control of the communication system.
2.2 Distributed Relay Beamforming
As mentioned in Chap. 1, wireless devices are usually unable to be employed
with multiple antennas to form a MIMO communication environment due to
their limitation of physical sizes and power. Distributed relay beamforming
schemes are the remedies for this problem and they have attracted the attention
of the research community for a relatively long time. In such schemes, sev-
eral relay nodes with single antenna cooperatively forward the message from
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the source node to the destination node, and thus they form a virtual MIMO
system with multiple independent transmitting channels. The distributed re-
lay beamforming problems are usually similar to relay beamforming problems
mathematically, although they are quite different in implementation aspects, and
for the distributed relay beamforming problems, whether to allow information
share between the relay nodes should be a problem to consider.
In the literature, different models and scenarios have been proposed for
distributed relay beamforming. Defined by relay protocols, two most studied
strategies are amplify-and-forward (AF) relay scheme and decode-and-forward
(DF) relay scheme. In AF scheme, relay nodes simply amplify the received
signal with a proper scale and phase-shift [7, 21, 64]. While in DF scheme, the
relay nodes are required to decode and re-encode the received signals before re-
transmitting them [21]. Due to the simplicity of implementation and algorithm,
AF scheme is of more interest.
2.2.1 One-way and Two-way Relay Beamforming Schemes
Defined by the data exchange scenario, there are two most widely used re-
lay beamforming schemes: one-way and two-way. Both are perform in time-
division duplexing protocol. For the one-way distributed relay beamforming, it
has the very basic topology, and performs in two time slots. In the first time
slot, the source node broadcasts the signal to the relay nodes. After performing
certain process to the received signal (scaling, phase-shift, and/or decoding), the
relay nodes transmit the processed signal to the destination node in the second
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time slot. One-way relay beamforming schemes using AF and DF relay pro-
tocol were studied and compared in [64], where the problem was addressed to
optimize the received SNR subjected to a total relay nodes output power con-
straint. In [8], the problem was studied with individual power constraint for
each relay node. Also in this article, the relay beamforming schemes with and
without direct link between source node and destination node were considered.
When there is a direct link, in the first time slot, the source will not only broad-
cast the signal to relay nodes, but also broadcast it directly to the destination
node. In [7], the problem with individual relay power constraint was considered
as solving a convex SOCP problem, and it shows significant enhancement in
efficiency.
For the two-way distributed relay beamforming, it is an extension of the one-
way scheme as well as the two-way relay beamforming. In order to avoid inter-
ference, the traditional strategy of arranging two-way information exchange is
as depicted in Fig.2.1. In [65], a practical design named analog network cod-
ing (ANC) was proposed to reduce the time slots required from 4 to 2. The
basic idea of the approach is not to avoid the interference by scheduling infor-
mation exchange at different time slots, but to strategically encourage senders
to interfere (thus the source node and destination node can transmit signal si-
multaneously to the relay nodes), and cancel the interference when the signal is
received. By applying the ANC, [66] studied the two time-slot two-way multi-
antenna relay beamforming schemes and the communication scheme used in
this article is provided in Fig. 2.1 as well. The two time-slot relay scheme is
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widely used in studying two-way relay beamforming problems [67–69] since
it can result not only significant throughput benefits but also ability to mitigate
interference. Based on the minimization of the total transmit power subject to
SNR constraint at two transceivers, [68] concluded that this distributed beam-
forming problem for two-way networks can be equivalent to another distributed
beamforming problem which minimizes the total transmit power for a one-way
relay network. With the similar consideration, the two-way relay beamforming
problem with filter-and-forward (FF) relay protocol was studied in [70].
2.2.2 Filter-and-forward Distributed Relay Beamforming
When the communication channels are assumed to be frequency-flat, the proto-
cols mostly used at relay nodes are AF or DF. However in practical scenarios,
these channels are sometimes frequency selective, and in such case, inter sym-
bol interferences (ISI) will be introduced at the relay nodes and receiver side.
To combat the ISI, Chen et al proposed a new FF relay protocol as a solution.
In this scheme, finite impulse response (FIR) filters are employed at the relay
node. The simulation results of [39] and [70] have shown that the FF approach
achieves significant performance improvements over the AF relay beamform-
ing scheme when the communication channels are frequency selective. Fur-
thermore, the optimal decision delay selecting problem at the destination node
was addressed in [71]. And in [71], the FF relay beamforming problem was
described directly in frequency domain, and a distortionless constraint is set to
control the frequency response of the overall channel in this paper. Compared
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Fig. 2.1: Two-way relay schemes
to [72], where a problem of similar constraints and optimization goals was stud-
ied and solved in time domain, it has shown that although the original problems
are similar, derivations to the solutions are quite different. More specifically,
solving the FF beamforming problem of maximizing received SINR with to-
tal relay output power constraint in time domain will end up with solving a
generalized eigenvector problem (GEP), and solving the similar problem in fre-
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quency domain will lead to setting a distortionless constraint as a constraint and
then the problem can be solved. In [39], the transmission frequency selective
channels are modeled as FIR filters, whose coefficients are given by zero-mean
complex Gaussian random variables with an exponential power delay profile
[73]. Moreover, the convolution of signal and channel coefficients has to be
described as extended matrix multiplication in such schemes, which is more
complicated compared to the frequency-flat schemes. In [72], the author pre-
sented a more straightforward and concise signal model for the FF distributed
relay beamforming network.
2.2.3 Distributed Relay Beamforming in the Context of Cognitive Radio
Networks
More recently, distributed relay beamforming has also been introduced in the
context of cognitive radio (CR) to improved its performance. In cognitive ra-
dio, which was well introduced in [74], a set of secondary users (SUs) can
utilize spare spectrum resources (also known as spectrum slots) for their own
communication, unless the communication condition of primary users (PUs) is
significantly affected. In particular, in a CR network, when an SU intends to
start a communication with a secondary destination and the channel condition
is poor, just like distributed relay networks a set of SUs can work as relays
(referred to as CR relays) and help forward the information [75].
In such a network, when frequency selective channels are also considered,
interference introduced by the secondary communication at the PU destination
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must be suppressed together with ISI. Using FF beamforming seems to be a so-
lution to this problem; however, no such work had been done in literature, and
thus it motivated us to construct a new scheme specifically for its implementa-
tion in the context of cognitive radio network in Chapter 2.
2.2.4 Multi-Pair Relay Network Beamforming
In order to increase the throughput and efficiency of a distributed relay network,
multi-pair distributed relay networks are proposed to support multiple pairs of
users in one network [36, 76–78]. Among these literature, in [76] the SINRs at
receiver nodes were ensured above predefined thresholds while the total relay
transmit power is suppressed by a predefined power constraint. In this article,
the original problem was solved as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem
which was convex and mathematically easy to handle but had high computa-
tional complexity. While in [36, 77], a similar problem was considered using
SOCP approximation, and an iterative method was proposed in these articles
where in each iteration step, an approximated SOCP problem was solved and
thus making sure the performance can be consecutively improved. Meanwhile,
a worst-user-SINR maximizing scheme was considered in [78] where a relay
power constraint was set and the formulation was solved as an SDP problem.
The aforementioned work studied the optimization of relay output power
without considering the power of all the transmitter nodes. Therefore, in [79],
joint optimization of the source power allocation and relay beamforming weights
in distributed multiuser relay networks was considered, in which the beamform-
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ing design problem was formulated as ensuring a predefined SINR requirement
for each user nodes while minimizing the sum transmit power of all the source
nodes and relays.
Although a multi-pair relay networks have the advantage of increasing through-
put and efficiency, they also face great challenge of suppressing the additional
inter-pair interference (IPI) introduced by the additional users [5, 6, 8–10, 23,
26, 80–83]. Moreover, in all the proposed multi-pair relay beamforming schemes
we can find in literature, user nodes are considered to be with single-antenna,
and the main signal processing procedures and beamforming weights determi-
nation processes are performed at the relay nodes, and this will take significant
resources from the relay nodes, such as time, computational capacity and pro-
cessing power. This motivated us to consider the situation when the user nodes
have multiple antennas and the main signal processing tasks can be shifted from
relay nodes to user nodes, and thus the relay nodes can be assigned with very
simple signal processing task. Therefore, in such network, many idle users in a
certain area can meet the simple signal processing requirement and be utilized
as relay nodes to help the communication of the user pairs. Accordingly, we
investigate the beamforming problem of such networks and propose an iterative
algorithm based transceiver beamforming scheme for the multi-pair distributed
relay network in Chapter 4.
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2.3 Channel State Information and Optimization Criteria
In distributed relay networks, channel state information is a very important in-
formation which can be used to help the relay nodes and/or source nodes with
their weights decisions to improve the capacity, quality of service and power al-
location of the networks. As mentioned before, space-time coding strategy is a
very traditional way, based on MIMO system, to exploit the diversity gain when
the channel state information (CSI) is not known by the transmitter [60, 61].
By applying some extension, a counterpart of space-time coding is adopted in
the wireless relay networks [84]. However in such scheme, although the CSI is
not required by the relay nodes, the received node must have the full channel
information of both the channels from the transmitter to relays and the channels
from relays to the receiver. In order to deal with this issue, a so called distributed
differential space-time coding is proposed in [85]. In this scheme, channel in-
formation is required at neither relays nor the receiver. It is also revealed by
the same author in another paper [8], that if the CSI is available distributed net-
work beamforming can obtain better performance. Also, research of this paper
reveals that the optimal weight of a relay node depends on the quality of all
other channels in addition to the relay’s own channels. In another word, the
derivation of the optimal relay weights requires the instantaneous global full
channel state information, or otherwise the obtained weights are not the real
optimal one. In fact, most of the aforementioned relay beamforming schemes
face the same problem. In practical relay networks, this needs a lot of feedback
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from the receiver. A more practical assumption is that the CSI known to the
relay nodes or the receiver is only partial channel information. There are two
mostly used types of strategies to describe the partial channel information: sec-
ond order channel statistics and quantized instantaneous CSI. The former type
is studied in [86] and the latter one is studied in [87].
Furthermore, when there are estimation errors of the CSI, performance will
suffer degradation. To combat this issue, robust distributed beamforming tech-
niques are developed, among which there are two widely used types of robust
designs: the worst-case optimization approach and the stochastic approach. In
worst-case optimization approaches [88, 89], the channel error is considered to
have a predefined uncertainty region and the design is to optimize the worst
performance of the system. In stochastic approaches [90], the robustness is ob-
tained from a probabilistic feature based on the second-order statistics of the
CSI. In [88], the worst-case based robust distributed beamforming problem is
studied with the objective to maximize the received SINR subject to individual
relay power constraint. Then the worst-case based robust problem is extended
to FF relay case in [89], with the objective to minimize the total relay power
while SINR was ensured above a predefined threshold and in [90], a robust
two-way FF relay beamforming design under stochastic channel uncertainties
was considered.
In another aspect, in the relay beamforming schemes above, SNR criteria
[7, 8, 72, 91] are mostly used in single-user-pair relay networks with flat-fading
channel, while for relay networks with frequency-selective channel and mul-
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tiuser relay networks, SINR criteria [39, 70, 71] are more preferred. Further-
more, there are also schemes using mean square error (MSE) as an optimization
measure [92–94]. The MMSE-based distributed relay beamforming schemes
were comprehensively discussed in [93], where two different schemes were de-
signed: 1) MMSE estimation of the signal from a source node; and 2) MMSE
pre-equalization to the destination node. As demonstrated in this article, the
MMSE-based beamforming problem can be solved with only local CSI of a
relay node. The performance was comparable to the SNR maximization beam-
forming approaches and even better when long-term power constraint (LTPC)
is imposed. Furthermore, a reference signal based relay beamforming scheme
was proposed in [94]. In this scheme, with associated adaptive algorithms, each
relay node can work out its own optimal weights based on a globally known
reference signal, its own CSI and received signal fed back from the receiver.
Due to the important role of channel state information in distributed relay
networks, we investigate our proposed multi-pair distributed relay schemes with
different channel state stationarity level in Chapter 5, and we also consider the
channel state information uncertainty and propose a worst-case based robust
scheme for multi-pair distributed relay networks in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Filter-and-forward Distributed Relay
Beamforming for Cognitive Radio
Network
As preliminarily noted, distributed relay beamforming can exploit spatial diver-
sity of distributed network nodes without requiring multiple antennas at each
relay node. Among the relay protocols applied at the relay nodes, the FF relay
beamforming method is proposed by Chen et al in [39] to specifically combat
the frequency selective environments, where the transmitter-to-relay and relay-
to-destination channels are assumed to be frequency selective. In such a case,
there is a significant amount of inter-symbol-interference (ISI) which will lead
to significant performance degradation when flat fading scenarios are used. To
combat the ISI, some communication systems employ orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) [95–98]. Although OFDM is gaining much pop-
ularity, there are still many applications where multi-carrier transmission tech-
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niques are not applicable (like GSM/EDGE mobile communication systems)
or not preferred because of the disadvantages of OFDM such as a high peak-
to-average power ratio. In such applications, using the FF relay beamforming
method can significantly alleviate the IPI.
Meanwhile, distributed relay beamforming has been introduced in the con-
text of cognitive radio to improve its performance in recent years [99–103].
In cognitive radio [74, 104–111], a set of secondary users (SUs) can utilize
unused spectrum resource (also known as spectrum slots) for their communica-
tion, when the communication condition of PU allows. In particular, in a CR
network, when a SU intends to communicate with a secondary destination and
the channel condition is poor, a set of SUs can work as relays (referred to as
CR relays throughout the thesis) and help forward the information [75]. In such
a network, interference introduced by the secondary communication at the PU
destination must be suppressed. By assuming the interference from each CR
relay nodes to the primary receiver is synchronized, [75] proposed a distributed
relay beamforming method called zero forcing beamforming (ZFBF), which
can maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the secondary destination and
completely eliminate the interference to the PU. In [112], a so-called leakage
beamforming (LBF) method is proposed that maximizes the signal power at the
secondary destination while suppressing the asynchronous leakage interference
at the primary receiver.
In the work of [75] and [112], the communication channels are assumed to
be flat-fading and the CR relay nodes are working in the DF mode. However,
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in practical scenarios, since these channels are more likely to be frequency se-
lective, the FF protocol could be employed at CR relay nodes instead. In this
chapter, we study the FF relay distributed beamforming problem for CR systems
with frequency selective channels. In the frequency-selective-channel scheme,
due to employment of the FF protocol instead of the DF protocol, there would
be noise introduced by CR relay nodes. Thus, the ZFBF method can not be
used and the interference cannot be eliminated completely. In this situation,
our proposed method shows its capability of combating the frequency selec-
tive channel distortion and suppressing the leakage interference power to the
PU. Furthermore, in our second proposed scheme, we study the situation when
the CR relay output power constraint is applied, which can be transformed to
a SOCP problem [113] by applying bisection search procedure, and solved us-
ing the interior point method [114]. At last, we present the conditions under
which the second scheme can be simplified to either of two sub-schemes, with
closed-form solution provided.
In this chapter, we first present the overall system model in Section 3.1.
Then in Section 3.2, we develop the formulation of maximizing SINR at the
secondary destination node while suppressing the leakage interference at the
PU, and then we further extend the scheme by adding the relay output power
constraint. Section 3.3 presents the numerical simulation results. Finally, con-
clusions are given in Section 3.4.
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3.1 System Model
3.1.1 General System Model
We consider a time-slotted dual-hop distributed CR relay network with frequency-
selective channels, with one single-antenna SU source node, one single-antenna
secondary destination node and R single-antenna CR relay nodes. As the same
in [39], we assume that the direct link between source and destination nodes
does not exist and that the transmission is divided into two time-slotted stages.
In the first stage, the SU source broadcasts a signal to all CR relay nodes, and
in the second stage, each CR relay node filters the received signal and then
re-transmit it to the secondary destination. Similar to most of the models in
aforementioned literature, the instantaneous CSI of all transmission channels is
perfectly known by the secondary receiver node.
Fig. 3.1: The FF relay network signal model
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As shown in Fig. 3.1, the SU-source-to-relay channel (fore-channel), relay-
to-secondary-destination channels (back-channel) and relay-to-PU channels (in-
terference channels) are represented by FIR filters with impulse responses fi, gi
and g(PU)i , respectively, where
fi = [fi(0);    ; fi(Lf   1)]T
gi = [gi(0);    ; gi(Lg   1)]T
g
(PU)
i = [g
(PU)
i (0);    ; g(PU)i (L(PU)g   1)]
T
(3.1)
for the ith relay node, with ()T denoting transpose, Lf , Lg and L(PU)g are the
corresponding FIR filter length. Hence, the signal received at the relay nodes
can be modeled as anR1 vector r(n) = [r1(n);    ; rR(n)]T , with ri(n) given
by
ri(n) =
Lf 1X
l=0
s(n  l)fi(l) + ni(n) (3.2)
where, s(n) is the information-bearing sequence of symbols transmitted by the
SU source node with power of Ps = E[js(n)j2], E[] is the expectation operation,
 denotes the convolution sum, and ni(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), with power of n2 = E[jni(n)j2].
Then, the received signal ri(n) passes through the ith CR relay filter, with an
impulse response hi = [hi(0);    ; hi(Lh   1)]T and thus generates the trans-
mitted signal ti(n) from the ith relay nodes. Note that the channel impulse
responses are assumed to be independent quasi-static, which means that hi re-
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mains unchanged over a frame time.
ti(n) =
Lh 1X
l=0
ri(n  l)hi(l) (3.3)
Thus, the signal received by the secondary destination node is given by
y(n) =
RX
i=1
Lg 1X
l=0
ti(n  l)gi(l) + v(n)
=
RX
i=1
Leqv 1X
le=0
s(n  le)heqv(le) + npro(n) + v(n) (3.4)
where v(n) is the AWGN with power v2 = E[jvi(n)j2], heqv(le) is the leth
vector of heqv and heqv =
PR
i=1 fi  hi  gi is the overall equivalent channel
impulse response from the SU source to the secondary destination node with the
length being Leqv. npro(n) denotes the propagation noise, which are the noise
parts in y(n) that are related to ni(n).
Let (PU)i (n) denotes the part of leakage signal from the ith CR relay nodes,
and the leakage signal introduced by CR relays at the primary receiver can be
expressed as
y(PU)(n) =
RX
i=1

(PU)
i (n) =
RX
i=1
Lg 1X
l=0
ti(n  l)g(PU)i (l) (3.5)
3.1.2 System Model in Matrix Form
For convenience of subsequent derivations, we next rewrite the signal model in
Section 3.1.1 to a matrix form as in [72]. Firstly, we consider the model between
the SU source and the secondary destination.
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To begin with, the convolution sum of fore-channel and back-channel related
to the ith CR relay node can be expressed as follows
ci = fi  gi = Fi  gi = [ci;1;    ; ci;Lc] (3.6)
where Lc=(Lf+Lg   1), and Fi is a column-circulant matrix of size Lc  Lg
Fi = [Fi(0);    ;Fi(Lg   1)] (3.7)
Fi(l) =
2664
l columnsz }| {
0    0 fi
(Lg l 1) columnsz }| {
0    0
3775
T
l = 0;    ; Lg   1 (3.8)
Then the equivalent channel factor expression can be rewritten as
heqv =
RX
i=1
ci  hi =
RX
i=1
Ci  hi = 	w (3.9)
where	=[C1;    ; CR],w = [hT1 ;    ;hTR]T , and Ci is also a column-circulant
matrix, with the size of Le  Lh (Le=Lf + Lg + Lh   2), defined by
Ci=[Ci(0);    ;Ci(Lh)] (3.10)
Ci(l) =
24 l columnsz }| {0;    ; 0; ci; (Lh l 1) columnsz }| {0;    ; 0
35T
l = 0;    ; Lh   1 (3.11)
The propagation noise npro(n) can also be expressed in a matrix form
npro(n) =
RX
i=1
hHi G
T
i ni(n) (3.12)
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where ()H denotes the Hermitian transpose and Gi is a column-circulant matrix
with a similar form as Fi, given by
Gi = [Gi(0);    ;Gi(Lh   1)] (3.13)
Gi(l) =
2664
l columnsz }| {
0    0 gi
(Lh l 1) columnsz }| {
0    0
3775
T
l = 0;    ; Lh   1 (3.14)
ni(n) in (3.12) is the relay noise vector with ni(n) = [ni(n); ni(n 1);    ; ni(n 
Lg   Lh + 2)]T .
From (3.9) and (3.12), we can rewrite the signal model (3.4) into
y(n) = wH	s(n) +
RX
i=1
hHi G
T
i ni(n) + v(n) (3.15)
where s(n) = [s(n); s(n  1);    ; s(n  Le + 1)]T
Let ~ and 	 denote the first row and the remaining part of 	 and define
s(n) = [s(n  1); s(n  2);    ; s(n  Lg   Lh + 2)]. Then,
y(n) = wH ~ Ts(n)| {z }
Desired signal
+wH 	Ts(n)| {z }
ISI
+
RX
i=1
hHi G
T
i ni(n) + v(n)| {z }
Propagation Noise and Receiver Noise
(3.16)
Thus, the expression for the desired signal, ISI and noise components at the
secondary destination are obtained. Now for the model between the CR relay
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nodes and the primary receiver, with similar derivation as above, (3.5) can be
rewritten in matrix form as
y(PU)(n) =
RX
i=1

(PU)
i (n)
=
RX
i=1
hHi C
(PU)
i
T
si(n) + h
H
i
G
(PU)
i
T
ni(n) (3.17)
where C(PU)i and G
(PU)
i are two column-circulant matrices with the similar
structure as Ci and Gi, respectively. They can be obtained by equations (3.6),
(3.10), (3.11), (3.13) and (3.14), with gi replaced by g
(PU)
i and Lg replaced by
L
(PU)
g .
3.2 Problem Formulation
In the following, two FF beamforming schemes are proposed. In both schemes,
global CSI is assumed known by the secondary user nodes, and the derivations
of relay weights are performed on either of the secondary user nodes and then
the relay nodes are informed with their weights by a backhaul link. In our first
scheme, the aim is to maximize the SINR at the secondary destination node,
while minimizing the leakage interference signal power at the PU. In the second
one, a CR relay output power constraint is added into the firstly considered
problem.
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3.2.1 Maximization of SINR at the Secondary Destination
We first derive the expressions for the power of desired signal, ISI and propaga-
tion noise at the secondary destination from (3.16).
Efjy(n)j2g = wHQsw +wHQiw +wHQnw + 2v (3.18)
where,
Qs = Ps  ~ T ~ 
Qi = Ps  	T 	
Qn = 
2
n  blkdiagfGT1 G1;    ; GTR GRg (3.19)
Accordingly, power of the desired signal part, inter-symbol-interference and
propagation noise can be expressed by,
Pdesire = w
HQsw
PISI = w
HQiw
PNpro = w
HQnw (3.20)
And the leakage signal power at the PU can be derived from (3.17),
Pleak = Efjy(PU)(n)j2g = wHQleakw (3.21)
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whereQleak is given by
Qleak = Qleak;s +Qleak;n
Qleak;s=
266666664
C
(PU)
1
T
C
(PU)
1
*  C(PU)1
T
C
(PU)
R
*
C
(PU)
2
T
C
(PU)
1
*  C(PU)2
T
C
(PU)
R
*
... . . . ...
C
(PU)
R
T
C
(PU)
1
*  C(PU)R
T
C
(PU)
R
*
377777775
Qleak;n =
2
n  blkdiagfG(PU)1
T
G
(PU)
1
*
;    ; G(PU)R
T
G
(PU)
R
*g (3.22)
Using the above results, we have the following problem formulation
max
w
SINR =
wHQsw
wHQiw +wHQnw + 2v
s:t: wHQleakw  PN (3.23)
PN is the pre-defined threshold for the leakage signal power at the primary
receiver. It can be easily proved that the constraint is always active (satisfied
with equality) to obtain a maximum SINR, i.e., wHQleakw = PN . By further
defining Qin = Qi + Qn and bw = P 1=2N  Q1=2leakw, problem (3.23) can be
changed to
maxbw SINR =
bw H bQs bwbw H(bQin + 2vPN  I)bw
s:t: jjbwjj2 = 1 (3.24)
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where bQs=Q-1=2leakQsQ-1=2leak (3.25)
This is a standard generalized eigenvalue problem (GEP) that can be trans-
formed into an eigenvector problem (EP) [115]. Defining bQ = (bQin+2vP 1N I),
the solution of this EP is given by the principle eigenvector of bQ 1 bQs [6], i.e.,
bwopt = fbQ 1 bQsg = fPS  bQ 1Q 1=2leak ~ T ~ Q 1=2leak g (3.26)
where fg denotes the principle eigenvector of a matrix. As in [116], the
closed-form solution to such a problem in (3.26) can be obtained by
bwopt = bQ 1b=qbH bQ 2b
wopt = P
1=2
N Q 1=2leak bwopt (3.27)
where b = PS1=2 Q 1=2leak  ! T , and the optimal SINR is
SINRmax = PN  bH bQ 1b (3.28)
3.2.2 Maximization of SINR at the Secondary DestinationWith CRRelay
Output Power Constraint
Now let us consider the beamforming problem with CR relay output power
constraint. As noted before, r(n) = [r1(n);    ; rR(n)]T denotes the received
signal vector at relay nodes. The transmitted signal vector from each relay node
to destination node is thus given by
ti(n) = ri(n)  hi(n) = s(n)  fi(n)  hi(n) + ni(n)  hi(n) (3.29)
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Furthermore, we rewrite (3.29) in matrix form
ti(n) = (F^ihi)
T
s^(n) + hTi n^i(n) (3.30)
s^(n) is the received signal vector at relay node, s^(n) = [s(n); s(n 1);    ; s(n 
Lf  Lh+2)]T , and n^i(n) = [ni(n); ni(n 1);    ; ni(n Lh+1)]T represents
the relay noise vector. F^i is an column-circulant matrix with a similar form as
Fi
F^i = [~Fi(0);    ; ~Fi(Lh   1)] (3.31)
~Fi(l) = [
l columnsz }| {
0;    ; 0; fi;
(Lh l 1) columnsz }| {
0;    ; 0 ]
T
l = 0;    ;Lh-1 (3.32)
Now the output power at relay node is given by
P0 =
RX
i=1
fEjti(n)j2g
=
RX
i=1
hTi (Ps  F^Ti F^i + 2  ILh)hi = wHDw (3.33)
where
D = Ps  blkdiagfF T1 F 1 ;    ; F TRF Rg+ 2n  IRLh (3.34)
Accordingly, the problem is formulated as
max
w
SINR
s:t: wHQleakw  PN
wHDw  P0 (3.35)
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By introducing an auxiliary variable  < 0 [113], (3.35) can be rewritten as
max
w;

s:t:
wHQsw
wHQiw +wHQnw + 2v
 2
wHQleakw  PN
wHDw  P0 (3.36)
which can be changed into a standard SOCP, as in [39]
max
w;

s:t:
p
Ps~w
H~h  jjU~wjj
jj~VQ~wjj  PN
jj~VD ~wjj  P0
~wfirst = 1 (3.37)
where ~w = [1;wT ]T , ~VD = [0RLh1;VD], ~VQ = [0RLh1;VQ], ~h = [0;h
T ]
T ,
and ~wfirst denotes the first element of ~w, with
~Q =
264 2v 01RLw
0RLw1 Qi +Qn
375 = UHU
D = VD
HVD
Qleak = VQ
HVQ (3.38)
Note that U, VD and VQ are the Cholesky factorization product of matrix ~Q,
D andQleak, respectively.
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The SOCP (3.37) can be solved by firstly reduce it to a SOCP feasibility
problem by assigning a value of  using bisection search procedure [117] and
then solved using the interior point method [113] or some other interior-point-
based methods, for example, the SeDuMi package [118] which produces a fea-
sibility certificate if the problem is feasible.
Now consider the following sub-schemes which are both related to the pre-
viously presented problem formulation:
max
w
SINR
s:t: wHQleakw  PN (3.39)
and
max
w
SINR
s:t: wHDw  P0 (3.40)
Both can be solved using the same approach as in Section 3.2.1. Let us de-
note the solution to problem (3.39) and (3.40) as wopt1 and wopt2 , respectively.
Under specific conditions, problem (3.35) can be transformed into either of the
above sub-schemes.
Condition 1: If wHopt1Dwopt1  P0, wHopt2Qleakwopt2 > PN , (3.35) is trans-
formed to sub-scheme (3.39), and the solution is wopt1.
Condition 2: If wHopt1Dwopt1 > P0, wHopt2Qleakwopt2  PN , (3.35) is trans-
formed to sub-scheme (3.40), and the solution is wopt2.
Condition 3: wHopt1Dwopt1  P0, wHopt2Qleakwopt2  PN can only be sat-
isfied when wHopt1Dwopt1 = P0, and w
H
opt2Qleakwopt2 = PN . And in this case,
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wopt1 and wopt2 are identical.
Condition 4: If wHopt1Dwopt1 > P0, wHopt2Qleakwopt2 > PN , (3.35) cannot
be transformed into either of the sub-schemes, and it remains being solved as
SOCP.
3.3 Simulation Results
In our simulations, we consider the FF beamforming relay cognitive network
with the number of CR relay nodes being R = 5. The transmission channels
between source to relay nodes and relay to destination nodes are quasi-static fre-
quency selective Rayleigh fading channels, with channel impulse response coef-
ficients being zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with exponential
power delay profile [73] p(n) = (1=t) 
PLk 1
l=0 e
 n=t(n  l), where () rep-
resents the Dirac delta function, and t represents the delay spread factor (here
t = 2 is used). Lk 2 fLf ; Lg; L(PU)g g, represents the length of fore-channel,
back-channel and interference channel, and in our case, Lf = Lg = L
(PU)
g = 5
is assumed, unless otherwise specified. For the channels between the CR relay
nodes and the primary receiver, log-distance path loss model is also considered
with a path loss exponent value of 3. The average distance between the CR relay
nodes and the primary receiver is assumed to be 10 times the average distance
between the SU source and the CR relay nodes. Thus an additional 30 dB path
loss is considered for the leakage interference signal at the primary receiver. It
is assumed that the noise power at CR nodes and secondary destination nodes
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are identical, 2v = 
2
n = 1, and the transmitted signal power at the SU source
node is 10 dB higher than the noise.
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Fig. 3.2: SINR versus the leakage threshold PN and relay filter length Lh
In Fig. 3.2, we present the output SINR performance of our proposed ap-
proach of (3.23), versus the threshold of leakage interference power on the pri-
mary receiver, for different relay filter length. It can be seen that when the length
of relay filter increases, the SINR is improved. And SINR also improves as the
threshold PN is set higher, meaning the primary receiver will suffer higher leak-
age interference from our secondary communication. However, it can also be
seen from our result that the SINR turns to be stable before the leakage interfer-
ence power becomes significantly high.
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Fig. 3.3: Probability of Condition 1, Lh=4 (second scheme)
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Fig. 3.4: Probability of Condition 2, Lh=4 (second scheme)
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Fig. 3.5: Probability of Condition 4, Lh=4 (second scheme)
Figs. 3.3-3.5 depict the probability of beamforming weights satisfying each
decision condition of scheme 3.35, versus the ratio of the relay power threshold
P0 to the leakage signal power threshold PN , when different PN is chosen. Note
that, since Condition 3 is proved to be only valid when it is a special case of
Condition 1 andCondition 2, it is not considered here. It can be seen from Fig.
3.3 and Fig. 3.5, that the probability of satisfying Condition 1 increases when
there is a higher ratio of P0 to PN , and the situation for Condition 2 is just the
opposite. For Condition 4, Fig. 3.5 indicates that its probability first increases
from a very low level and then decreases, as the ratio increases. Also we can
see that the probability of Condition 2 is not much affected by the choice of
PN . However, when PN increases the probability of Condition 1 increases, and
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for Condition 4 the probability peak decreases rapidly. This indicates that a
larger value of PN is good for reducing the computational complexity of prob-
lem (3.35). However, this will lead to high leakage interference power at the
primary receiver. Above all, P0 and PN will jointly determine the probability of
each condition, and when the probability peak in Fig. 3.5 is avoided, problem
(3.35) is more likely to be transformed into simpler sub-schemes.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the problem of distributed relay beamforming in cognitive net-
work with frequency-selective channel has been studied. A beamforming method
was proposed to combat the leakage signal interference and frequency-selective
channel distortion at the same time in such a network. Then, we further ex-
tended the method to restrict the output relay power in our second scheme. We
also provided the conditions under which the extended scheme can be trans-
formed into two simpler sub-schemes, and the probability of beamforming weights
satisfying such conditions is demonstrated by our numerical simulation results.
The results also reveal that by carefully designing each parameter, computa-
tional complexity of the given FF relay scheme of (3.35) can be modified and
the corresponding simulation results can be used to assist this work.
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Chapter 4
Iterative Transceiver Beamformer Design
for Multi-Pair Two-Way Distributed Relay
Networks
Multipair relay networks are one of the specific research area of relay networks.
Due to its advantages in coverage extension, mitigating the effect of fading
and enhancement of network throughput, distributed relay assisted networks
have attracted much attention in the past decade [5, 6, 8–10, 23, 26, 80–83]. In
such networks, distributed relay nodes create a virtual multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) environment, where beamforming techniques can be applied to
regulate the performance of the network.
For a multipair two-way relay network, the main bottleneck is the inter-pair
interference (IPI) caused by simultaneous signal transmission of multiple user
pairs. In [25, 26, 28, 35], beamforming methods base on zero forcing (ZF) were
proposed for IPI cancellation. Meanwhile, [30] studied the scheme of block-
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diagonalization (BD), which is employed at one central relay node with multi-
ple antennas. In [31], a coordinated eigen-beamforming scheme was proposed
where multi-antenna user node and multi-antenna relay node are assumed, and
the beamforming weights at user nodes and relay node are jointly determined to
maximize the effective channel gain between user pairs. A similar scheme was
studied in [119], where the user pairs are also equipped with multiple antennas,
and the signal space alignment (SSA) method is used for transceiver beamform-
ing to reduce the effective number of interference, with an enhanced ZF method
for relay beamforming. The work in [35] studied the distributed single-antenna
relay networks with multipair two-way communication, where a relatively com-
plicated ZF method was applied to eliminate the IPI completely and guided the
relay weights setting. In [27], a similar network was considered, and the imple-
mentation of the relay nodes was simplified. However, both methods require a
very large relay number.
In all the aforementioned multi-pair distributed relay network designs, user
nodes are assumed to have single antenna implementation, and the main sig-
nal processing procedures and beamforming weights determination processes
are performed at the relay nodes, and this will take significant resources from
the relay nodes, such as time, computational capacity and processing power.
Moreover, in next generation wireless communication systems like LTE/LTE-
Advanced/5G [40], multi-antenna user equipments (UEs) are accepted as ele-
mentary system setup, and with the development of multi-antenna devices and
coordinated multi-point joint-transmission techniques [41–43] where multiple
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UEs collaborate and jointly steer the transmit signal, investigating the prob-
lem of how the communication of multi-antenna devices and/or virtual multi-
antenna devices can benefit in a distributed relay network becomes more and
more practical and important.
To our best knowledge, the beamforming problem in such a network has not
been investigated yet. In our considered network, the user pairs are assumed to
have multiple antennas, some or the main parts of the signal processing tasks
could be shifted to the user nodes. If the resources requirement for the relay is
reduced, more devices can potentially be utilized as distributed relay nodes, and
help forward signals for user pairs with their spare resources.
Motivated by this, in this chapter and the chapters that follow, we focus on
a multipair two-way distributed relay network with multi-antenna users from
one user group simultaneously transmitting signals to their user partners in the
other user group via distributed relay nodes working in the simple amplify-and-
forward (AF) mode, and two iteration-based transceiver beamforming schemes
are proposed for coordination of the user pairs, where the beamforming vectors
are decided at the user side, instead of the relay nodes. Furthermore, supported
by simulation results, we propose a possible way to reduce iteration steps with-
out noticeable performance sacrifice in this scenario.
In this chapter, the transceiver beamforming design problem for multipair
two-way distributed relay networks is first introduced in Section 4.1, where each
multi-antenna user in one user group communicate with its partner in the other
user group via distributed single-antenna relay nodes. The proposed iterative
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ZF scheme and iterative SINR optimization scheme are presented in Section
4.2. Simulation results and relevant discussions are provided in Section 4.3 and
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.4.
4.1 System Model
We consider a time-slotted dual-hop multipair two-way distributed relay net-
work consisting of K multi-antenna communication pairs (each is equipped
with N antennas) which are divided into two groups (Xa, Xb) as shown in
Fig. 4.1. We assume that the distance between the two groups are long enough
compared to their transmission power that the direct link does not exist, and
the transmission between user pairs is assisted byM single-antenna distributed
relay nodes between them.
 
Fig. 4.1: Model for the distributed relay network.
Two transmission phases are considered. In the multiple-access phase, the
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users transmit information stream to the relay nodes simultaneously with trans-
mit beamforming. Then in the broadcast phase, the distributed relay nodes use
low-complexity AF protocols to broadcast the signals back to the user nodes.
The transmission channels are assumed to be Rayleigh fading, reciprocal and
quasi-stationary, so that the channel gains remain unchanged during the two
time slot phases.
In the first time slot, the transmitted signal from user Xa;i and Xb;i (i =
1; :::; K) to the relay nodes are
xa;i = aixa;i; xb;i = bixb;i; i 2 f1;    ; Kg; (4.1)
where xa;i and xb;i are the data symbol. ai;bi 2 CN1 are the transmit beam-
forming vectors, which satisfy the total transmit power constraint jjaijj2  Ps
and jjbijj2  Ps, with Ps being the upper bound. Then the signals received at
the relay can be represented by anM  1 vector r, given by
r =
KX
i=1
Fiaixa;i +
KX
i=1
Gibixb;i + nR; (4.2)
where Fi;Gi 2 CMN are the channel matrix from user Xa;i and Xb;i to the
relay nodes, respectively. nR 2 CM1 denotes the complex Gaussian noise
vector of relay nodes with the distribution CN (0; 2rI). Then, each relay node
amplifies the received signal to generate the transmit signal rT as
rT =Wr; (4.3)
where W 2 CMM is diagonal, and rT is subject to a total power constraint
PR.
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In the second time slot, the relay nodes broadcast the scaled versions of the
received signals to all users. Let ya;i and yb;i represent the signal received at the
user nodeXa;i andXb;i, respectively. Due to the reciprocal channel assumption,
we have
ya;i =F
T
i WGibixb;i| {z }
Desired signal
+FTi WFiaixa;i| {z }
Self Interference
+FTi WnR + na;i| {z }
Noise
+ FTi W
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (4.4)
yb;i =G
T
i WFiaixa;i| {z }
Desired signal
+GTi WGibixb;i| {z }
Self Interference
+GTi WnR + nb;i| {z }
Noise
+GTi W
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (4.5)
where na;i;nb;i 2 CN1 denote the complex Gaussian noise vectors of user node
Xa;i and Xb;i, respectively, with the distribution CN (0; 2uI). Here the expres-
sions for the desired signal, self interference (SI), IPI and noise are obtained.
Since each user knows its own transmitted signal, the SI signal can be removed
from ya;i and yb;i through some standard adaptive filtering techniques and for
simplicity, we will omit them in the following derivation. The estimated desired
symbol after cancelling SI and applying receive beamforming can be expressed
as
ya;i = c
H
i ya;i; yb;i = d
H
i yb;i; (4.6)
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where ci;di 2 CN1 denote the beamforming vectors, and they are assumed to
be unit vectors in our work (jjcijj2 = 1; jjdijj2 = 1).
4.2 Problem Formulation
In the following, two transceiver beamforming designs will be proposed for the
multipair two-way distributed relay beamforming network. In the first design,
an iterative zero-forcing-based scheme is proposed aiming at eliminating the
IPI, where an iterative algorithm is used to achieve coordination of beamform-
ing vectors of the two user groups. In the second one, it is focused on an iterative
transceiver beamforming scheme by maximizing the SINR at each user node.
4.2.1 Iterative Zero-Forcing Design
In order to derive the expression for IPI, we first define the overall uplink chan-
nel matrix of the IPI (containing the transmit beamforming vectors) of the ith
user pair as e
i 2 CM2K 2, which is given by
e
i = [
1   
i 1 
i+1   
K ]; (4.7)
where 
i = [Fiai Gibi] 2 CM2 is the uplink channel matrix of the ith pair.
Then from (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), we can obtain the IPI signal received at
the ith user pair as
yIPIa;i = c
H
i F
T
i W
e
iexi;
yIPIb;i = d
H
i G
T
i W
e
iexi; (4.8)
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where exi = [xa;1 xb;1    xa;i 1 xb;i 1 xa;i+1 xb;i+1    xa;K xb;K ] consists of all
the transmit user symbols other than those coming from the ith user pair.
According to (4.8), in order to completely eliminate the IPI, ci and di should
lie in the null space of FTi We
i and GTi We
i, respectively. The null space
exists when the condition N > 2K   2 is satisfied. We can define the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the two matrix products as
	Xa;i = F
T
i W
e
i = [U(1)Xa;iU(0)Xa;i]Xa;iVHXa;i;
	Xb;i = G
T
i W
e
i = [U(1)Xb;iU(0)Xb;i]Xb;iVHXb;i; (4.9)
whereU(1)Xa;i andU
(1)
Xb;i
hold the left singular vectors of non-zero singular values
of the corresponding left-hand-side matrices, whileU(0)Xa;i andU
(0)
Xb;i
hold the left
singular vectors of zero singular values of	Xa;i and	Xb;i, respectively.
To cancel IPI completely, for the receive beamforming vectors ci and di we
can choose any column vectors ofU(0)Xa;i andU
(0)
Xb;i
. However, the undetermined
transmit beamforming vectors ai and bi will affect the values ofU
(0)
Xa;i
andU(0)Xb;i,
and we also need to find appropriate values for ai and bi for a complete solu-
tion. To avoid iteration, an effective method is to apply the eigen-beamforming
approach at the transmitter side. In detail, ai and bi are generated as the eigen-
vectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of FHi Fi and G
H
i Gi, respec-
tively.
However, to obtain a better performance, ai and bi should maximize the real
equivalent channel gain, taking into consideration the effect of ci and di. From
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(4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), we can formulate the problem as follows,
max
bi
CXa;i = jcHi FTi WGibij2;
s:t: jjbijj2  Ps;
max
ai
CXb;i = jdHi GTi WFiaij2;
s:t: jjaijj2  Ps; (4.10)
where CXa;i and CXb;i represents the overall equivalent channel gain for the de-
sired signal received at user nodes Xa;i and Xb;i, respectively. It is difficult to
derive a closed-form solution for (4.9) and (4.10), and here we propose an iter-
ative algorithm to alternately optimize the transmit and receiver beamforming
vectors, and make sure no update is required during the iteration for either the
relay node or the user node from the other group.
To start with, we employ the uniform AF mode at the relay node, i.e.
W = R  IM ; (4.11)
where IM 2 CMM is the unity matrix, and R is a power-control scalar result-
ing from the total relay power constraint, which can be expressed as
R =
s
PR
tr(FiaiaHi F
H
i +Gibib
H
i G
H
i + 
2
r  IM)
: (4.12)
Note that the value of R does not affect the solution of (4.9) and (4.10), we
can consider it at the final step of our iteration process. First, the initial values
of the receive beamforming vectors ci and di are assigned as [MM    M ] 2
C1N , where M =
p
M . Then we can calculate ai and bi at each user node
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based on (4.10), given by
ai = a;i  FHi Gidi; bi = b;i GHi Fici; (4.13)
where a;i and b;i are the power-control scalars resulting from the transmit
power constraint, given as
a;i =
s
PS
jjFHi Gidijj2
; b;i =
s
PS
jjGHi Ficijj2
: (4.14)
Next, the updated values of ci and di can be obtained at each user node from
U
(0)
Xa;i
and U(0)Xb;i in (4.9). The updates keep going until a preset maximum iter-
ation number (the choice could be guided by the simulation results) is reached
or convergence is achieved. When the final updates of the beamforming vectors
are obtained, the power-control scalar R is decided from (4.12). The iterative
ZF method is summarized in Iteration Algorithm Summary.
Although the iterative ZF method can not guarantee a globally optimum so-
lution due to the non-convexity of the problem, it still outperforms the non-
iterative ZF method significantly, as will be shown in our simulations.
4.2.2 Iterative Algorithm for SINR Optimizing
The proposed iterative ZF method can completely eliminate the IPI signal re-
ceived at each user node. However, such a beamformer may lead to undesired
amplification of noise, degrading the overall performance. In this section, we
propose an iterative algorithm aiming at maximizing the SINR at each user
node, which has a better performance compared to the ZF based one.
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Without loss of generality, we take user Xa;i as an example. From (4.4) and
(4.6), the SINR at this user node can be expressed as
SINRa;i =
cHi F
T
i Q
(S)
a;i F

ici
2u + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

ici + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

ici
; (4.15)
where,
Q
(N)
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Q
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Q
(I)
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2
RPs 
KX
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(Fjaja
H
j F
H
j +Gjbjb
H
j G
H
j ): (4.16)
Apparently, if we only need to consider user node Xa;i, an ideal way to maxi-
mize the SINR is to completely eliminate the IPI by aj and bj (j = 1   K; j 6=
i), and maximize the remaining part by ci and bi. However, the optimal choice
of aj and bj for user nodeXa;i will unlikely result in an optimal SINR for other
user nodes. In fact, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain an analytical
global solution for maximizing SINR at every user node for this transceiver
beamforming scenario.
As an alternative, we propose an iterative algorithm which can achieve a
desirable sub-optimal SINR, while being performed locally at each user node.
At the beginning, we initialize the beamforming vectors ci and di as unity
vectors [MM    M ] 2 C1N , where M =
p
M . Note that in practice, this
initialization step may not be necessary, since the update process can always
continue as long as the transmission keeps going, and when the channel state
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changes slowly, the iteration number required to achieve convergence can be
further reduced.
Then, we update ai and bi based on maximizing power of the desired signal
received at each user node, which is also the numerator of the SINR expres-
sion. For user nodeXa;i, the SINR expression is given in (4.15) and (4.16), and
the case for user node Xb;i is similar. Applying the individual transmit power
constraint, after some simple derivations, we can express the updated values for
the two transmit beamforming vectors as
ai = a;i  FHi Gidi; bi = b;i GHi Fici; (4.17)
which are the same as (4.13) in the earlier scheme, and a;i and b;i have been
defined in (4.14). Next, the following SINR optimization problem for user node
Xa;i can be solved locally to obtain the receive beamforming vector ci.
max
ci
SINRa;i = c
H
i a;ici;
s:t: jjcijj2 = 1; (4.18)
where
a;i = (a;i)
 1FTi Q
(S)
a;i F

i ;
a;i = 
2
uIN + F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

i + F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

i : (4.19)
Then, the closed-form solution to this eigenvector problem leads to the updated
value for ci, and similarly for di as well, as expressed in the following
ci = fa;ig; di = fb;ig; (4.20)
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where fg denotes the principle eigenvector of a matrix.
As summarized in Iteration Algorithm Summary I and Iteration Algo-
rithm Summary II, this iteration is repeated until a preset maximum iteration
number is reached or convergence is achieved, and the relay nodes weights with
the power-control scalar R is decided from (4.11) and (4.12) at the final step.
Iteration Algorithm Summary I
Iterative Zero-Forcing:
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N =
p
N , and set
t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (4.13) and (4.14).
3) DecideW based on (4.11) and (4.12).
4) Update ci and di based onU
(0)
Xa;i
andU(0)Xb;i in (4.9).
5) If jx(t)i   x(t 1)i j=x(t)i < " or t > n (" is a predetermined value for con-
vergence check of the iterative process, x  c for users from group Xa and
x  d for users from group Xb), go to the next step. Otherwise, t = t + 1
and go back to step 2).
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Iteration Algorithm Summary II
Iterative SINR Optimization:
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N =
p
N , and set
t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (4.17) and (4.14).
3) DecideW based on (4.11) and (4.12).
4) Update ci and di based on (4.19) and (4.20).
5) If jx(t)i   x(t 1)i j=x(t)i < " or t > n (" is a predetermined value for con-
vergence check of the iterative process, x  c for users from group Xa and
x  d for users from group Xb), go to the next step. Otherwise, t = t + 1
and go back to step 2).
Note: For both algorithms, the knowledge of all the receive beamforming
vector ci and di is required to update aj and bj for the jth user pair (j =
1; :::; K). They can all be calculated at the jth user pair (extra calculations
needed), or shared within each user group using limited backhaul resources
to reduce the computational complexity. Another way to reduce the computa-
tional complexity is to utilize a central processer (it can be one of the users)
within each user group to perform all the computations and inform each user
the updates of its beamforming vectors. The computational complexity of our
second algorithm is higher than the first one, since the calculations of ci and di
updates are more complicated for it. The approximate flops needed for updating
ci or di using the two algorithms are N(2K   2)(2M   1) +O(N(2K   2)2)
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and 6M 2N +6MN 2 3MN 2N 2+O(N3), respectively. In order to demon-
strate a clearer comparison of the two algorithms, we consider M = N =
2K   2 =  as an example. The approximate flops needed to update ci (or
di) are (23   22 +O(3)) and (123   52 +O(3)), for the iterative ZF
algorithm and the SINR optimizing algorithm, respectively.
4.2.3 Steps Reduced Iteration Algorithm
Supported by the simulation results, the 3rd step in our Iteration Algorithm
Summary III that updates the relay scalar R and restricts the relay output
power, can be moved to the last, which is outside the iteration loops. And the
updated R will be used as the initializing value for R in the next round of
iteration. By doing this, two instead of three steps are required in the iteration
procedure, which can reduce the computational complexity furthermore. Note
that, this process would possibly degrade the performance. However, when
the value of R is distributed in a well concentrated region (as the simulations
imply), the degradation will not be so significant.
The iteration steps are summarized in Iteration Algorithm Summary III as
follows.
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Iteration Algorithm Summary III
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N =
p
N ,
R=
p
PR=(M +M2r) (derived from the expectation of relay output
power), and set t=1. Initialize W based on (4.11) and (4.12) where the
values of ai, bi, ci and di are set as their initial values.
2) Update ai and bi based on (4.17) and (4.14).
3) Update ci and di based on (4.19) and (4.20).
4) If jx(t)i   x(t 1)i j2 < 0 or t > n0max (x c for the userXa;i and x d
for the userXb;i), go to the next step. Otherwise, t = t+ 1 and go back to
step 2).
5) DecideW based on (4.11) and (4.12).
4.3 Simulation results
In this section, numerical results are provided to demonstrate the performance
of the two proposed transceiver beamforming strategies for multipair two-way
distributed relay networks. The channels are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading, i.e., the elements of each channel vector are complex Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and unit variance. We also assume that the transmit
power PS is normalized to 1 (compensating the unconsidered path-loss), and
the noise powers at all nodes are identical to 1 (2r = 
2
u = 1). The SNRR
is defined to be the ratio of relay node output power to the noise variance, i.e.,
SNRR = PR=
2
r . The value of " = 0:01 is chosen to determine the convergence
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Fig. 4.2: SINR performance of ZF, IZF and ISINR methods with different iteration number
(M=6, N=5, K=2, 3).
of the iterative process.
In Fig. 4.2, we present the average SINR performance of the proposed itera-
tive ZF method (denoted by “IZF”) and the iterative SINR optimization method
(denoted by “ISINR”), with M = 6, N = 5 and K = 2; 3. The performance
of the two methods with different iteration numbers are provided in comparison
with the non-iterative ZF method (denoted by “ZF”). As can be seen, our pro-
posed iterative methods have outperformed the non-iterative ZF method with
only 2 iterations, especially for the iterative SINR optimization method, where
the improvement is more significant. Clearly, although the iterative SINR opti-
mization method will not necessarily result in the optimum SINR, performance
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Fig. 4.3: Kernel density of relay scalar R (M=6, N=5, K=3)
improvement has been achieved for all iteration number settings; moreover,
when the iteration number is increased to 10, the SINR performance is fur-
ther enhanced. However, further increase of the iteration number leads to much
less gain in the result and considering the associated cost for each iteration, the
iteration process can then be stopped.
Fig. 4.3 shows the kernel density estimation results demonstrating the distri-
bution of the value of R after each round of iteration steps. In statistics, kernel
density estimation is a non-parametric way to estimate the probability density
function of a random variable [120]. The results suggest that as SNRR (decided
by relay power constraint Pr) changes, the majority of R values always stay
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in the 20% region of their mean value. That is to say, the value of R is well
concentrated as long as SNRR is fixed in the transmission. This result supports
us to propose the steps-reduced iteration algorithm in Section.4.2.3 (referred
to as 2-step iSINR method later on. We also notice that the distribution of the
value of R remains similar when the maximum iteration rounds n changes.
The performance of the 2-step rSINR method is further tested in the following
simulations.
Fig. 4.4 provides the SINR performance versus SNRR of the proposed 2-
step iSINR method with different iteration numbers, where the original iSINR
is used as comparison. The result indicates that the 2-step method does not
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introduce any noticeable degradation. That is to say, in our iSINR method, the
updates of the relay scalar R can be moved out of the loops without having
noticeable influence on the SINR performance of each user.
In Fig. 4.5, the average SINR performance of the iSINR method with dif-
ferent settings of user pair number and user antenna number is presented. The
number of iteration rounds is set as 10. Compared to Fig. 4.2, we can see that
when the user pair numberK increases to satisfy 2K   2 > N , the degradation
of SINR performance is very severe. The reason is, as described before, when
2K   2 > N , the IPI part is impossible to be eliminated by the iZF method.
Although our SINR method is designed to suppress the IPI, not to eliminate it,
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when the user pair number satisfies 2K   2 > N , the lack of ability to suppress
the IPI still affects the performance greatly. That is to say, the requirement of
N > 2K   2 is essential in our iSINR method.
Then, we present the simulation results when different number of relays is
involved in the network, and the maximum number of iteration rounds is set
as 10. As can be seen from Fig. 4.6, when the total relay output power is low,
the increase of relay number will improve the SINR. However, the improvement
becomes very limited as the total relay output power becomes higher. Therefore,
in our iSINR method, the relay node does not contribute much to the SINR
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performance of the relay network when the relay output power budget is high.
Next, the simulation results of the proposed methods with different number
of iteration rounds are provided in Fig. 4.7. It shows that the performance of
our proposed iSINR method and the 2-step iSINR method has no noticeable
difference at any number of iteration rounds. We can also notice that although
the proposed method does not have the best performance immediately after the
initialization step, the average SINR will quickly approach its asymptotic value
only after a few rounds of iterations. This pattern applies to different relay
number settings and different total relay power budgets.
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At last, we study the convergence performance of the two schemes in Fig.
4.8, where the convergence probability (the percentage of samples that reaches
convergence among a large number of simulations) with different preset max-
imum iteration number and SNRR is illustrated. From the figure, we can see
that the convergence probability of the iterative SINR optimization scheme is
always better than the corresponding IZF scheme, especially when the SNRR
is low. As SNRR increases, the convergence probability of the second scheme
decreases; meanwhile the iterative ZF scheme is not much affected. When the
iteration number is large enough, the influence of SNRR becomes less signif-
icant for the iterative SINR optimization scheme. Combined with Fig. 4.2, it
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also indicates that the improvement of SINR performance does not necessarily
require the scheme to converge. Moreover, in some cases, the beamforming
vectors will keep swapping between two values, both of which will lead to a
similar and desirable SINR.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the transceiver beamforming problem for multipair two-way dis-
tributed relay networks has been presented, where the relay nodes are employed
with very simple settings and all the computation processes and the main signal
processing procedures are performed at the user nodes. In order to achieve a
desirable performance, the transmit and receive beamforming vectors from the
two separated user groups can be coordinated using iterative methods, where
the first iterative method we propose aims to eliminate the IPI and the second
one considers maximizing SINR at each user node. Both of them can be per-
formed locally at each user node; however, if data exchange within the same
group is allowed, utilization of limited backhaul resource can lead to reduction
of the computational complexity. Simulations have been provided to evaluate
the performance of the two transceiver beamforming designs in terms of both
SINR and convergence speed, and the results indicate that both work effectively
and can achieve a better performance with a small iteration number compared
to the existing ZF scheme, and the second iterative method outperforms the first
proposed method with a higher computational complexity.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Iterative Transceiver
Beamforming Algorithm for Multipair
Two-Way Relay Networks
Reducing IPI and noise in a multipair two-way relay network requires relatively
heavy task of computation. In many designs, the computation tasks are globally
performed, and assigned to either the users side, or a central relay node. In some
of the schemes, the same computation process has to be repeated at each user.
It will lead to significant reduction in computational efficiency.
Motivated by this issue, in this chapter we considered the potential of our our
transceiver beamforming design to distribute the iteration process to all the users
and the relay nodes, where the main computation tasks are assigned to each
of the user nodes. More specifically, at each node, the iteration process only
performs once before forwarding their updated vector to the next node in the
iterative algorithm, and thus the computation redundancy can be totally avoided.
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It can be predicted that this arrangement will lead to performance degradation at
each user node, and the degradation is surely related to the channel stationarity.
In this chapter, we will use several simulation results to demonstrate the relation
of channel stationarity, SINR performance at each user node and the iterative
algorithm.
Moreover, unlike using the most basic uniformly-amplify-and-forward strat-
egy at the relay nodes in the previous design, a carefully designed AF strategy
is proposed in this chapter for the relay nodes which allows them to decide their
own weights with simple computation process using their local CSI only.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, the system model is
introduced. The distributed iterative beamforming algorithm for SINR opti-
mization scheme is presented in Section 5.2. Simulation results and relevant
discussions are provided in Section 5.3 and conclusions are drawn in Section
5.4.
5.1 System Model
Consider the same time-slotted dual-hop multipair two-way distributed relay
network as in previous chapter, which consists of 2K multi-antenna users (an-
tenna number = N ), forming K communication pairs (Xa, Xb).
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Fig. 5.1: The considered dual-hop multipair two-way relay network.
Similarly as an example, we here simply repeat the expression for the re-
ceived signal at Xa;i after the receive beamformer.
ya;i = ciF
T
i WGibixb;i| {z }
Desired signal
+ ciF
T
i WFiaixa;i| {z }
Self Interference
+ciF
T
i WnR
+ cina;i + ciF
T
i W
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (5.1)
5.2 Distributed Iterative Beamforming Algorithm for SINR
Optimization
In this section, motivated by the iSINR method proposed in Chapter. 4, we
propose the distributed iteration algorithm for SINR optimization (noted as dis-
tributed iSINR), where the iteration is divided into three parts: the transmitter
part, the relay part and the receiver part. The computation performed at each
user node and relay node will only update their own beamforming weights.
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Therefore, the power usage for performing the required tasks is much more
efficient.
Take user Xa;i as an example. From (5.1), the SINR at this user can be
expressed as follows,
SINRa;i =
cHi F
T
i Q
(S)
a;i F

ici
2u + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

ici + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

ici| {z }
IPI
; (5.2)
where,
Q
(I)
a;i = Ps 
KX
j 6=i
(WFjaja
H
j F
H
j W
H +WGjbjb
H
j G
H
j W
H);
Q
(N)
a;i = 
2
r WWH ; Q(S)a;i = Ps WGibibHi GHi WH : (5.3)
As can be seen, if maximizing SINRa;i is the only objective, aj and bj (j =
1   K; j 6= i) could be carefully chosen to completely eliminate the IPI part,
and the remaining part can be maximized by ci and bi. However, the optimal
choice of aj and bj for userXa;i will unlikely result in a sufficiently good SINR
for other users, as the beamforming vectors of one user not only affects its own
SINR, but also others. In fact, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain an
analytical solution for maximizing SINR at all user nodes for this transceiver
beamforming scenario.
Therefore, as an alternative, an iterative process composed of the three parts
mentioned earlier is employed to achieve a sub-optimal SINR.
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5.2.1 Iteration Step on the Transmit Part
We assume that the CSI is either estimated at the user or fed back to it by the
relay nodes via low rate feedback channels, so that the beamforming vectors
can be decided at the user nodes.
The first iteration step is applied to the user nodes to decide their transmit
beamforming vectors ai and bi, for user Xa;i and Xb;i, respectively. At this
step, the receive beamforming vectors ci, di and relay weightsW are fixed to
an updated value through previous steps; otherwise, an initial value should be
assigned to them. Then, we try to optimize ai and bi based on maximizing
the power of the desired signal received at Xa;i and Xb;i, respectively, under a
transmit power constraint.
max
bi
jcHi FTi WGibij2; s:t: jjbijj2  PS;
max
ai
jdHi GTi WFiaij2; s:t: jjaijj2  PS: (5.4)
These two problems have closed-form solutions, given by
ai = a;i  FHi WHGidi; bi = b;i GHi WHFici; (5.5)
where a;i and b;i are the power-control scalars
a;i =
s
PS
jjFHi WHGidijj2
; b;i =
s
PS
jjGHi WHFicijj2
: (5.6)
The obtained transmit beamforming vectors should be forwarded to their
user pairs through the relay nodes in order to perform the updates of the other
beamforming weights. Until receiving an update for ci and di, the transmit
beamforming vectors should remain constant.
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5.2.2 Iteration Step on the Relay Part
The second step is applied to the relay nodes where ci, di, ai and bi are fixed to
their previously updated value. Let fi;m;gi;m 2 C1N represents the m-th row
of Fi andGi, respectively. We propose the following phase rotating rule for the
m-th relay node (m = 1; :::;M ).
wm =m(
KX
i=1
fi;mcib
H
i g
H
i;m + g

i;mdia
H
i f
H
i;m)
=m(
KX
i=1
u^i;mv

i;m + v^

i;mu

i;m); (5.7)
where u^i;m,fi;mci, ui;m,fi;mai, v^i;m,gi;mdi and vi;m,gi;mbi. m is a power-
control parameter which limits the output power of each relay node, given by
m =
vuutPR;m=jPKi=1 u^i;mvi;m + v^i;mui;mj2
2r +
PK
i=1 jui;mj2 + jvi;mj2
; (5.8)
where PR;m is the individual power budget at them-th relay.
As will be observed from the updating process for ci in Section III-C, ci is
not directly determined by fi;m in our scenario, and in fact their correlation is
very weak, especially when M and K are large. As a result, we can consider
them as two independent variables. We have jjcijj2=1, and accordingly u^i;m
has the distribution of CN (0; u^i;m), where  ui;m is a constant value decided by
the value of ci and the variance of fi;m. Similarly, vi;m, ui;m and v^i;m have
distribution of CN (0; vi;m), CN (0; ui;m) and CN (0; v^i;m), respectively.
In order to provide further insight for choosing the phase rotating coefficient
on the relay node, we rewrite (5.1) after removing the self interference part, in
terms of ui;m, vi;m, u^i;m and v^i;m.
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y^a;i =
MX
m=1
u^i;mwmvi;mxb;i| {z }
Desired signal
+
MX
m=1
u^i;mwmnR;m + na;i| {z }
Noise
+
MX
m=1
KX
j 6=i
(u^i;mwmuj;mxa;j + u^i;mwmvj;mxb;j)| {z }
IPI
=G(S)a;i xb;i + G(Noise)a;i nR;m + na;i
+
KX
j 6=i
(G(IPI)ab;ij xa;j + G(IPI)ba;ij xb;j); (5.9)
where G(S)a;i , G(Noise)a;i , G(IPI)ab;ij and G(IPI)ba;ij represents the gain of each component,
nR;m represents the complex Gaussian noise of the m-th relay node with the
distribution CN (0; 2r) and na;i=dinb;i. Since in our scheme, di is a normalized
vector (jjdijj2=1), na;i will have a distribution given by CN (0; 2u).
Let y^(S)a;i , y^
(IPI)
a;i and y^
(Noise)
a;i denote the desired signal, IPI and noise part in
(5.9), respectively. We have
y^
(S)
a;i =
MX
m=1
mu^i;m(
KX
i=1
u^i;mv

i;m + v^

i;mu

i;m)vi;mxb;i (5.10)
u^i;m, v^i;m, u^i0;m(i0 6=i) and u^i;m0(m0 6=m) can be considered as zero mean mu-
tually uncorrelated random variables, with E[x2] = 2, where x  CN (0; 2).
As a result, we have
E[G(S)a;i ] = E[
MX
m=1
mjju^i;mjj2jjvi;mjj2] =
MX
m=1
m (5.11)
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Denote i;m=u^i;mwmvi;m form=1; :::;M . As all i;m are independent random
variables, we can apply the Tchebyshev’s inequality theorem [121], and for any
constant  obtain
Pr[
Ga;iM   E[Ga;i]M
  ]  Var[y^(S)a;i ]=M22 (5.12)
where Pr[] represents the probability operator. Apparently y^(S)a;i =M will be more
likely to approach E[y^(S)a;i =M ]=xa;iE[Ga;i]=M= ;mxa;i ( ;m denotes the aver-
age value of m u^i;m 
v
i;m) as M increases. As a result, the asymptotic value of
jy^(S)a;i j2 is proportional toM 2, whenM is large.
Similarly, we can derive that E[G(Noise)a;i ]=0, E[G(IPI)ab;ij ]=0 and E[G(IPI)ba;ij ]=0,
and when M is large, y^(IPI)a;i =M and y^
(Noise)
a;i =M will have a high probability of
taking a value around 0.
In another word, the mu^i;mu^i;mv

i;mvi;mxb;i part in y^
(S)
a;i is the only component
in y^a;i that can grow steadily through accumulation asM increases; meanwhile,
the other parts will grow much more slowly. The situation is similar for y^b;i
(received signal at Xb;i).
5.2.3 Iteration Step on Receiver Part
In the third step, based on the updated values of ai, bi andW, we determine the
receive beamforming vector ci (similar process for di) by solving the following
SINR optimization problem for user node Xa;i. From (5.2) and (5.3) we have
max
ci
SINRa;i = c
H
i a;ici; s:t: jjcijj2 = 1; (5.13)
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where
a;i = (a;i)
 1FTi Q
(S)
a;i F

i ;
a;i = 
2
uIN + F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

i + F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

i : (5.14)
This eigenvector problem can be solved locally at each user node with the
closed-form solution given by
ci = fa;ig; di = fb;ig; (5.15)
where fg denotes the principle eigenvector of a matrix.
It can be seen that in order to determine ci at user Xa;i, transmit beamform-
ing vectors of all the other users are required. In our scheme, we assume this
information is gathered at the relay node first, and then broadcast to all the users
with the relay weights information.
5.2.4 Summary of the Distributed Iteration Algorithm
In the proposed distributed iteration algorithm, ai and bi are first decided, by
assigning an initial value for the relay weights and the receive beamforming
vectors, as indicated in Summary of Iteration Steps. Then, ai and bi remains
fixed until the next round of iteration begins.
Each relay node updates its AF weight based on the proposed strategy, only
when it has received the complete set of updated ai and bi. Their updated
weights should be broadcasted back to the user nodes, and until the updated
values of ci and di arrive, their weights remain unchanged. Note that the extra
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information share of beamforming weights will require some overhead of band-
width, and it can be transmitted either together with the information streams or
independently.
The user nodes perform the iteration step to decide ci and di after they re-
ceived the updates of all relay weights. After that, the new receive beamforming
vectors are sent back to their user pairs through the relay nodes; however, this
will not trigger the weight updating process of the relay nodes, which ensures
that the relay nodes only update their weights once at each iteration round.
For userXa;i, when it receives the transmit beamforming vector updates from
its user pair, namely ci, as well as all updated weights of the relay nodes, a new
round of iteration begins. We assume that the channels are quasi-stationary
for tmax rounds of iterations. In detail, we denote f
(t)
m;n;i and g
(t)
m;n;i, where
t 2 (1; tmax), as the channel coefficients of the t-th round of iteration, and
we assume that fm;n;i=f
(t+1)
m;n;i   f (t+1)m;n;i and gm;n;i=g(t+1)m;n;i   g(t+1)m;n;i are i.i.d.,
and bounded by an upper value . After tmax rounds of iterations, the channel
coefficients are assigned with newly estimated values. The values of tmax and 
together define the level of stationarity of the channel.
Note that during the iteration, the instantaneous output power at some relays
may exceed their budgets. However, it can be prevented if the individual power
constraint is set well below their output power capability. In fact, supported by
the simulation results, the required transmit power at each relay node is modest
to give a satisfactory performance, especially when the relay number is large.
As can be seen, the computation task assigned for each user node only de-
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termines their own beamforming vectors, while in the iSINR method proposed
in ([122]), each user node has to compute the beamforming vectors of its own
and its user pair’s at least. Moreover, for the iSINR method, several iteration
steps are required for determining the beamforming vectors before convergence
is reached, which is not required in the proposed method. Therefore, the com-
putational complexity of the iSINR method is at least 2tconv times that of the
proposed method (tconv denotes the iteration steps required to reach/approach
convergence).
Summary of Iteration Steps
1) Initialization: ci=di=[NN    N ]T , where N=
p
N ,
wm=
p
PR;m=(1 + 2r) (derived from the expectation of relay output
power), and set t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (5.5) and (5.6).
3) Update wm based on (5.7) and (5.8).
4) Update ci and di based on (5.14) and (5.15).
5) Go to step 1) if t  tmax; otherwise, set t = t+ 1 and go to step 2).
5.3 Simulation results
In this section, simulation results are provided for performance evaluation of
the proposed method. For simplicity, we set PS=1 (compensating for the un-
considered path-loss); all relay nodes have the same output power budget of
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PR=M , to ensure the same total relay output power for different relay number
settings. PR=M is determined by SNRR, which is the ratio of relay output
power constraint to the noise variance, i.e., SNRR=PR=(M2r).
Fig. 5.2: SINR performance versus SNRR with different relay number settings (tmax=10, N=5,
K=3, =0).
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show the average received SINR versus SNRR with differ-
ent number of relay nodes, where a perfect quasi-stationary channel is assumed
(=0). In Fig. 5.2, the iSINR method from [122] is used as a comparison.
Moreover, results based on a non-iterative ZF method (denoted by “ZF”) used
in [122] are also provided. Specifically, in this ZF method, the true CSI is con-
sidered, ai and bi are generated as the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest
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Fig. 5.3: SINR performance versus SNRR with “relay-strategy-only” method as comparison
(tmax=10, N=5, K=3, =0).
eigenvalues of FHi Fi and G
H
i Gi, respectively, and together with ci and di, the
IPI parts are eliminated completely without any iteration. Both iteration based
methods have outperformed the ZF method significantly and the performance
of our proposed scheme is the best, at both the low-relay-power and high-relay-
power regions. The improvement is more obvious when the relay number is
large, and it can also increase the asymptotic SINR by employing more relay
nodes in the network, while the original iSINR method can not achieve that.
As can be seen from the gap between distributed iSINR (M=10) and distributed
iSINR (M=100), the improvement is very significant, which demonstrates that
our proposed relay strategy can well utilize the diversity gain introduced by the
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extra relays.
In Fig. 5.3, a “relay-strategy-only” method is used as a comparison where
the beamforming vectors ai, bi, ci and di are fixed to their initial values. The
figure shows that when only the relay strategy is used in our scheme, the average
SINR increases as more relay nodes are employed in the network. However,
without the iterative transceiver beamforming steps, the performance is very
limited when the relay number is small and the SINR improvement introduced
by the transceiver beamforming is significant with any relay number settings.
Fig. 5.4: SINR performance versus iteration rounds with different relay number settings (N=5,
K=3, =0.1).
Fig. 5.4 illustrates the average SINR of the proposed method after certain
rounds of iterations. As can be seen, although the proposed method does not
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have the best performance immediately after the initialization step, the average
SINR will quickly approach its asymptotic value only after a few rounds of iter-
ations. And this pattern applies for different relay number settings and differen
total relay power budgets.
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Fig. 5.5: SINR performance of the proposed algorithms with different user pair number and
user antenna number (M=20, N=5, K=3, tmax=10).
Then we present the SINR performance of the proposed method with differ-
ent settings of user pair number and user antenna number in Fig. 5.5, where
M=20 and tmax=10. This figure indicates that, just like the iSINR method, the
performance of each user is still much affected by the relationship of user pair
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numberK and user antenna numberN , and when 2K 2 > N , the degradation
is still severe. However, with our new relay strategy applied, when the user pair
number is large, a satisfactory average SINR performance is still guaranteed.
Fig. 5.6: SINR performance of the proposed method with channels of different stationarity level
(tmax=10,M=10, N=5, K=3).
Fig. 5.6 shows the performance for channels with different stationarity lev-
els. By introducing the random channel difference between different iteration
rounds, variance of the global channel states will be affected, which will make
the comparison unfair. Accordingly, the simulations are performed after com-
pensating the variance changes. The results demonstrate that our proposed
scheme will be affected by the channel stationarity level; however, the degra-
dation is within an acceptable range. When the channel states change smoothly
(=0:1), the performance degradation is hardly noticeable, compared with the
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perfect quasi-stationary channel =0.
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Fig. 5.7: SINR performance of the proposed algorithms with different iteration rounds (M=20,
N=5, K=3).
In Fig. 5.7, the performance of the distributed SINR scheme with different
iteration rounds is depicted, with the number of relays M being set as 20. We
can see that the channel stationarity will affect the average SINR of each user,
and the more rapidly the channel states changes, the more the performance
degrades. Although a larger number of iteration rounds should lead to a bet-
ter SINR performance, we can see that the performance degradation is clearer
when a large maximum number of iteration rounds is set. The reason is that
the iteration rounds also define the frequency of updating the CSI, and when
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the iteration number is small, the CSI will be more frequently updated and thus
a larger number of iteration rounds will also make the mismatch of CSI more
severe and degrade the performance more.
5.4 Summary
On the one hand, an iterative transceiver beamforming algorithm has been pro-
posed for multipair two-way distributed relay networks, where the iteration
steps are distributed among user nodes and relay nodes. As a result, the over-
all computational complexity can be effectively reduced. On the other hand, a
relay strategy is designed for the relay nodes which can significantly increase
the SINR performance without the need of extra total relay power, and it only
requires simple signal processing operations and local CSI for each relay node.
Simulation results indicate that the proposed method is quite robust to channel
state changes between different rounds of iterations.
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Chapter 6
Robust Iterative Transceiver Beamforming
for Multipair Two-Way Distributed Relay
Networks
In distributed relay networks, CSI is one of the very essential factors that can
significantly affect the system scheme design and the performance of trans-
mission. When CSI is not available at the relay nodes, distributed space-time
coding and distributed space-time block coding can be used to obtain proper
cooperative diversity gain [11, 44–47]. However, with available CSI estimated
by the user nodes and/or the relay nodes, distributed relay networks can provide
much better performance. In fact, in most of the aforementioned literatures of
distributed relay networks, CSI of different transmission paths will directly de-
cide the beamforming vectors of the relay nodes, and in some other distributed
relay schemes, CSI will be used to guide relay selection, where some of all the
available relay nodes are chosen to forward the information stream to achieve
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best quality-of-service (QoS) or to avoid jamming [12, 123–126].
In another aspect, since CSI errors can potentially lead to significant perfor-
mance degradation, and such errors can hardly be avoided in distributed relay
networks, due to inaccurate channel estimation, mobility of relays, and quanti-
zation errors, much work has been done for robust designs in distributed relay
networks [48–53, 53–56]. In [54], the robust distributed relay beamforming
problem was investigated for single-pair one-way relay networks, and a robust
relay scheme for multi-user single-destination one-way relay networks was pro-
posed in [51] with the decode-and-forward protocol. In [55], a worst-case based
distributed beamforming scheme was developed for a single communication
pair with norm-bounded CSI errors. The filter and forward relay beamform-
ing scheme was studied with spherical CSI uncertainties in [56], while in [52]
ellipsoidal CSI uncertainties were considered for a multi-pair one-way commu-
nication network.
In our iterative transceiver beamforming designs, the quality-of-service (eval-
uated by SINR) of each user node is jointly determined by three beamforming
vectors: transmit beamforming vector, relay beamforming vector and receive
beamforming vector, and the overall beamforming problem becomes more dif-
ficult than the single-antenna-user case. In this chapter we will further illustrate
the different roles of the three beamforming vectors in their contribution to the
received SINR and how we use it to divide the overall beamforming problem
into the three sub-problems, and we propose two different relay strategies, with
consideration of sum relay power constraint and individual relay power con-
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straint, respectively. Moreover, based on the structure, we also investigate the
robustness of our proposed methods in the presence of CSI errors and propose
worst-case based beamforming strategies for transmit beamformers and relay
nodes, and as demonstrated by simulation results, the two proposed methods
are extremely robust against CSI errors.
This chapter is organised as follows, in Section 6.1, our considered system
model is presented. Then, Section 6.2 present our proposed worst-case based
robust iterative beamforming algorithms for SINR optimization, where the three
iteration steps are introduced. Simulation results are given in Section 6.3 and
conclusion of this chapter is drawn in Section 6.4
6.1 System Model
We consider the same time-slotted dual-hop multipair two-way distributed relay
network as in Chapter 4 and 5, in which communications between K multi-
antenna pairs (Xa,Xb) take place in two transmission phases aided byM single-
antenna relay nodes, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1: The considered time-slotted dual-hop multipair two-way distributed relay network.
We use ya;i and yb;i to represent the signal received byXa;i andXb;i, respec-
tively, and we repeat their expressions as follow,
ya;i = ciF
T
i WGibixb;i| {z }
Desired signal
+ ciF
T
i WFiaixa;i| {z }
Self Interference
+ciF
T
i WnR
+ cina;i + ciWF
T
i
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (6.1)
yb;i =diG
T
i WFiaixa;i| {z }
Desired signal
+diG
T
i WGibixb;i| {z }
Self Interference
+diG
T
i WnR
+ dinb;i + diG
T
i W
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (6.2)
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6.2 Worst-case Based Robust Iterative Beamforming Algo-
rithm for SINR Optimization
Based on the iSINRmethod, in this section we propose two worst-case based ro-
bust iterative beamforming algorithms for SINR optimization, with two differ-
ent relay strategies, where the relay nodes are involved in helping the multi-pair
transmission, and later simulation results will demonstrate that the contribution
of the relay nodes can be very significant when the relay number is large. In the
proposed schemes, the objective is still to optimize the SINR at each user node
under total or individual relay power constraint. Furthermore, we investigate
the two systems at the worst case when CSI errors exist.
As an example, consider user Xa;i. From (6.1), the SINR at this user can be
expressed as follows,
SINRa;i =
cHi F
T
i Q
(S)
a;i F

ici
2u + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

ici + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

ici| {z }
IPI
; (6.3)
where,
Q
(S)
a;i = Ps WGibibHi GHi WH ;
Q
(N)
a;i = 
2
r WWH ;
Q
(I)
a;i = Ps 
KX
j 6=i
W(Fjaja
H
j F
H
j +Gjbjb
H
j G
H
j )W
H : (6.4)
Similarly, we assume that the CSI is either estimated at the user or fed back
to it by the relay via low rate feedback channels. Due to various reasons, such as
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resolution of the feedback CSI and mobility of the users and relays, the obtained
CSI is likely to be imperfect, modeled as
Fi = F^i +Fi; Gi = G^i +Gi (6.5)
where F^i and G^i are the estimated channel matrices at the user nodes, and
Fi and Gi represent the CSI error matrices. Using the uncertainty model
exploited in [49, 50, 53], we further assume that the norm of the errors are
bounded by some known constants (i)m;n and 
(i)
m;n, i.e,
jf (i)m;nj  (i)m;n; jg(i)m;nj  (i)m;n;
m 2 f1; :::;Mg; n 2 f1; :::; Ng; (6.6)
wheref (i)m;n andg
(i)
m;n are the (m;n)-th element of the channel matricesFi
andGi, respectively.
According to [127], the proper values of (i)m;n and 
(i)
m;n can be obtained using
preliminary knowledge of the channel type. Note that even though there is an
alternative way to model the uncertainty in F^i and G^i, which is using a com-
bined uncertainty model where the Euclidean norm of each row of F^i and G^i is
bounded by some constant values, it will be seen that if we use this assumption
in our optimization problem, the error terms will need to be decoupled and the
knowledge of each (i)m;n and 
(i)
m;n will still be needed.
Then, without loss of generality, again consider user Xa;i as an example.
From the expression of ya;i, the receive SINR of Xa;i can be derived as ex-
pressed in (6.3) and (6.4).
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With the CSI errors, to maximize the minimum SINR at the user Xa;i side,
we have the following problem based on the worst-case scenario.
max
ak;bk;ci;W
(k=1;:::;K)
min
Fk;Gk
SINRa;i;
s:t: jjcijj2 = 1;
jjakjj2  PS; jjbkjj2  PS;
Prelay  Pr; or Prelay  Pr;
j[Fi]mnj  (i)m;n; j[Gi]mnj  (i)m;n; (6.7)
(m 2 f1; :::;Mg; n 2 f1; :::; Ng)
where Prelay and Pr represent the sum relay output power and the sum relay
power constraint, respectively. Prelay = [Prelay;1 Prelay;2    Prelay;M ]T and
Pr = [Pr;1 Pr;2    Pr;M ]T are the individual relay output power and the in-
dividual relay power constraint, respectively. The two relay power constraints
will be discussed in Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2, respectively.
As we can see from (6.7), the transmit beamforming vectors ai and bi have
very different roles with the receive beamforming vectors ci and di, in maxi-
mizing the SINR. For example, by carefully choosing their coefficients, ci and
di can effectively reduce the IPI and propagation noise of the i-th user, but the
same task is hard for ai and bi, since they contribute to the IPI of all the other
users except for its own. However, carefully designed ai and bi can directly lead
to an optimal desired signal power (numerator of the SINR expression) of user
Xa;i. Therefore, we decide not to jointly solve problem (6.7) and other 2K   1
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similar problems (for other users), where the global solution is extremely diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to obtain. As an alternative we decompose the problem
into three sub-problems, each of which is carefully designed based on the role
of the transceiver beamforming vectors and the relay coefficients in the SINR
expression, and the three sub-problems are solved in three iteration steps. Note
that, although the solution to the three sub-problems will very unlikely be the
actual global solution of problem (6.7), it can provide a rather satisfactory per-
formance.. Such a strategy will also help us find a solution that can mitigate
the quality-of-service reduction caused by channel errors as well as meeting the
power constraint.
6.2.1 Iteration Step I: Maximizing the Overall Gain
In the first step of our iterative design, ci, di and W are fixed to either initial
values or previously updated values and we try to optimize ai and bi to maxi-
mize the overall gain of the desired signal, which is also the power of the desired
signal, under a transmit power constraint in the case of imperfectly known CSI.
We will also demonstrate that in our designed scheme, the choice of ai and bi
in the first iteration step leads to an optimal desired signal power not only when
the CSI is precisely measured, but also in the worst-case situation. Now we
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formulate the transmit beamforming problem with CSI errors as follows
max
bi
min
Fi;Gi
jcHi FTi WGibij2;
s:t: jjbijj2  PS;
j[Fi]mnj  (i)m;n; j[Gi]mnj  (i)m;n;
(m 2f1; :::;Mg; n 2 f1; :::; Ng)
max
ai
min
Fi;Gi
jdHi GTi WFiaij2;
s:t: jjaijj2  PS:
j[Fi]mnj  (i)m;n; j[Gi]mnj  (i)m;n:
(m 2f1; :::;Mg; n 2 f1; :::; Ng) (6.8)
Denote fi =WTFici and gi =W
TGib

i , where fi;gi 2 CM1. We have
jcHi FTi WGibij2 = jfTi Gibij2;
jdHi GTi WFiaij2 = jgTi Fiaij2: (6.9)
From the CSI uncertainty expression (6.5), we can rewrite the two vectors as
fi = f^i +fi =W
T F^ic

i +W
TFic

i ;
fi = g^i +gi =W
TG^id

i +W
TGid

i : (6.10)
Using f(i)m and g
(i)
m to represent the m-th element of fi and gi, respectively, we
have
f(i)m =
NX
n=1
ci;nf^
(i)
m;nwm + c

i;nf
(i)
m;nwm;
g(i)m =
NX
n=1
di;ng^
(i)
m;nwm + d

i;ng
(i)
m;nwm; (6.11)
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where g^(i)m;n, f^
(i)
m;n, f
(i)
m;n and g
(i)
m;n are the (m;n)-th element of the channel
matrices G^i, F^i, Gi and Fi, respectively. And ci;n and di;n represents the
n-th element of ci and di, respectively.
Without loss of generality, consider user Xa;i as an example. From (6.11)
and the channel error constraint, the absolute value of the m   th element of
fi can be expressed by
jf(i)m j = j
NX
n=1
ci;nf
(i)
m;nwmj 
NX
n=1
(i)m;njci;nwmj , (i)fm : (6.12)
The upper bound of jf(i)m j is reached when jf (i)m;nj = (i)m;n for n = 1; :::; N ,
and all the values of ci;nf
(i)
m;nwm have the same phases. From the expression
we can also notice that the phase of f(i)m can be arbitrary.
Now denote the matrix product of cHi F
T
i WGi in (6.8) by h
(i)
FG = h^
(i)
FG +
h
(i)
FG, 2 C1N , where h^(i)FG is related to the estimated value of the channel
matrix, and
h
(i)
FG = f^
T
i Gi +f
T
i G^i +f
T
i Gi; (6.13)
is the error. Then, the absolute value of the n  th element ofh(i)FG is given by
jh(i)FG;nj = j
MX
m=1
(^f(i)mg
(i)
m;n +f
(i)
m g^
(i)
m;n +f
(i)
mg
(i)
m;n)j

MX
m=1
(j^f(i)m j(i)m;n + (i)fm jg^(i)m;nj+ 
(i)
fm
(i)m;n) , '
(i)
FG;n: (6.14)
The equality holds when all the f^(i)mg
(i)
m;n,f
(i)
m g^
(i)
m;n andf
(i)
mg
(i)
m;n have the
same phase. Moreover, h(i)FG;n can have arbitrary phase. As a result, the error
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vectorh(i)FG has an upper norm bound as
jjh(i)FGjj = (
NX
n=1
jh(i)FG;nj2)
1
2
 (
NX
n=1
'
(i) 2
FG;n)
1
2 , '(i)FG : (6.15)
Now, we can rewrite the worst-case based sub-problem (6.8) for user Xa;i
using h(i)FG.
max
bi
min
h
(i)
FG
2Rj(h^(i)FG +h(i)FG)bij2;
s:t: jjbijj2  PS;
jjh(i)FGjj  '(i)FG: (6.16)
Using triangle inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
j(h^(i)FG +h(i)FG)bij2  (jh^(i)FGbij   jh(i)FGbij)2
 (jh^(i)FGbij   jjh(i)FGjj  jjbijj)2
 (jh^(i)FGbij   '(i)FGjjbijj)2; (6.17)
where we have made a reasonable assumption of jh^(i)FGbij > '(i)FGjjbijj. It can
be derived that the particular h(i)FG for the equality to hold is
h
(i)
FG =  '(i)FG
bi
jjbijje
j;  , angle(h^(i)FGbi): (6.18)
Therefore, the worst-case optimization sub-problem (6.16) for user Xa;i can
be rewritten as
max
bi
(jh^(i)FGbij   '(i)FGjjbijj)2;
s:t: jjbijj2  PS: (6.19)
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It can be proved that the optimal solution of bi will always satisfy the upper
bound determined by PS. We prove it by contradiction. Assume the optimal
bi;opt does not satisfy the upper bound, i.e., jjbi;optjj2 = P 0S = PS=;  > 1.
Then, there must exist a b0i =
p
kbi;opt which satisfies jjb0ijj2 = PS, leading to
(jh^(i)FGb0ij '(i)FGjjb0ijj)2 = (jh^(i)FGbi;optj   '(i)FGjjbi;optjj)2
>(jh^(i)FGbi;optj   '(i)FGjjbi;optjj)2; (6.20)
which contradicts the assumption that bi;opt is the optimal solution. Therefore,
the problem (6.19) becomes
max
bi
(jh^(i)FGbij   '(i)FG
p
PS)
2;
s:t: jjbijj2 = PS: (6.21)
Notice that the above problem has a closed-form solution, which is the same
as the solution of (6.8) when (i)m;n = 
(i)
m;n = 0. That is to say, the solution of our
first iteration step applies to both the optimal case and the worst case of the first
sub-problem. Similarly, the first sub-problem for user Xb;i can be solved using
the same procedure. The solutions lead to the updated values of ai and bi as
ai = P
1
2
S
F^Hi G^

idi
jF^Hi G^idij
; bi = P
1
2
S
G^Hi F^

ici
jG^Hi F^icij
: (6.22)
6.2.2 Iteration Step II-1: Relay Strategy 1 (Sum-Relay Power Constraint)
In the second iteration step of our design, the relay weights are decided based on
fixed values (either initialized or updated) of ai, bi, ci and di. And we propose
two different relay strategies based on two different relay power assumptions.
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In this subsection, we consider our first relay strategy when a total relay power
budget is applied to the network, where the designed beamforming coefficients
enable the relay nodes to jointly construct a stream transmission environment
that can help the users to obtain a better QoS.
Firstly, considering perfect CSI, the following formulation is adopted to find
the relay weights that optimizes the sum desired signal power received by all
the user nodes.
max
R
KX
i=1
(jcHi FTi WGibij2 + jdHi GTi WFiaij2);
s:t: Prelay  Pr: (6.23)
Denote g0i = Gid

i , f
0
i = Fic

i , where f
0
i;g
0
i 2 CM1, andw = [w1w2:::wM ]H .
Together with (6.10), we can rewrite the objective function in (6.23) as
KX
i=1
(jwHGif0ij2 + jwHF ig0ij2) = wHQRw; (6.24)
where Gi and F i 2 CMM are diagonal matrices in which the entries of their
main diagonal correspond toGibi and Fiai, respectively, and
QR =
KX
i=1
(Gif0if0Hi GHi +F ig0ig0Hi FHi ): (6.25)
Now the sum relay power Prelay is given by
Prelay = w
H(2rIM +
KX
i=1
GiGHi +
KX
i=1
F iFHi )w = wHQPw; (6.26)
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whereQP is a diagonal matrix. The problem (6.23) can now be rewritten as
max
R
wHQRw;
s:t: wHQPw  Pr: (6.27)
It can be transformed to an eigenvector problem with a closed-form solu-
tion, which leads to the following updated value for w when CSI errors are not
presented
w = fQ 1P QRg; (6.28)
where  is a power control scalar decided by Pr.
On the one hand, in the presence of CSI errors, we propose to maintain the
power constraint of the relay system for all possible CSI errors. On the other
hand, since the worst case of maximizing jwHGif0ij2 and jwHF ig0ij2 for each
individual user node is already considered in our first iteration step, setting the
objective function here with worst-case scenario again will not be necessary,
and it will lead to performance degradation. Accordingly, we keep the objective
function of (6.23) with the channel matrices replaced by their estimated values,
and transform (6.23) to the following problem
max
w
KX
i=1
(jwHG^ i^f0ij2 + jwHF^ ig^0ij2);
s:t: max
FiGi
PRelay  Pr;
j[Fi]mnj  (i)m;n; j[Gi]mnj  (i)m;n:
(m 2 f1; :::;Mg; n 2 f1; :::; Ng) (6.29)
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According to (6.26), the maximum value of Prelay for all [Fi]mn and [Gi]mn
is obtained when all the diagonal elements of the matrix QP take their maxi-
mum values. DenoteQp;m, Gi;m and Fi;m as them-th entry of the main diagonal
ofQP , Gi and F i, respectively, and we have
Qp;m = Q^p;m +Qp;m
= 2r+
KX
i=1
(jG^i;m +Gi;mj2 + jF^i;m +Fi;mj2); (6.30)
where
jGi;mj = j
NX
n=1
g(i)m;nbi;nj 
NX
n=1
(i)m;njbi;nj = (i)Gm: (6.31)
The upper bound is reached when jg(i)m;nj = (i)m;n for n = 1; :::; N , and
all g(i)m;nbi;n have the same phase. Similarly, we can derive the upper bound,
denoted as (i)Fm, for jFi;mj.
Then, (6.30) becomes
Qp;m 2r +
KX
i=1
(jG^i;mj2 + 2jG^i;mj(i)Gm + 
2(i)
Gm + jF^i;mj2
+ 2jF^i;mj(i)Fm + 
2(i)
Fm ) = Q
0
p;m: (6.32)
Now construct anMM diagonal matrixQ0P with them-th diagonal entries
being Q0p;m. The maximum value of Prelay, denoted as P
0
relay, can be expressed
by
P 0relay = w
HQ0Pw: (6.33)
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(6.29) can be rewritten as
max
w
KX
i=1
(jwHG^ i^f0ij2 + jwHF^ ig^0ij2);
s:t: max
FiGi
wHQ0Pw  Pr;
j[Fi]mnj  (i)m;n; j[Gi]mnj  (i)m;n:
(m 2 f1; :::;Mg; n 2 f1; :::; Ng) (6.34)
Let Q^R denote the estimated value of QR, and the closed-form solution to
(6.34) becomes
w = 0fQ0 1P Q^Rg = 0 w; (6.35)
where we use w to represent the normalized principle eigenvector of Q0 1P Q^R
and the power control scalar 0 can be obtained by
0 =
s
Pr
wHQ0P w
: (6.36)
6.2.3 Iteration Step II-2: Relay Strategy 2 (Individual-Relay Power Con-
straint)
In this subsection, we propose our second relay strategy in the second iteration
step for the case that each relay node has its own power budget. This strategy is
preliminarily introduced in the previous chapter, and it mainly utilizes the fun-
damental result from [128] that when a large number of relay nodes are involved
in the network, the channels between the users and relays could be pairwisely
nearly orthogonal, and accordingly, the contribution of the relay nodes in our
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second scheme is expected to reveal when the number of relay nodes is large.
In this chapter, we do not repeat the theoretical foundation of this strategy, and
we just recall how we decide the relay beamforming vector.
Here we also consider the case when perfect CSI is obtained at first. Let
fi;m;gi;m 2 C1N represent the m-th row of Fi and Gi, respectively. We pro-
pose the following phase rotating rule for them-th relay node (m = 1; :::;M ).
wm =m(
KX
i=1
fi;mcib
H
i g
H
i;m + g

i;mdia
H
i f
H
i;m)
=m(
KX
i=1
ui;mv

i;m + v

i;mu

i;m); (6.37)
where ui;m,fi;mci, ui;m,fi;mai, vi;m,gi;mdi and vi;m,gi;mbi, and as discussed
in Chapter 4, they have distributions of CN (0; ui;m), CN (0; vi;m), CN (0; ui;m)
and CN (0; vi;m), respectively. m is a power-control parameter which limits
the output power of each relay node, given by
m =
vuutPr;m=jPKi=1 ui;mvi;m + vi;mui;mj2
2r +
PK
i=1 jui;mj2 + jvi;mj2
; (6.38)
where Pr;m is the individual power budget at them-th relay.
Let us rewrite (6.1) after removing the self interference part, in terms of ui;m,
vi;m, u^i;m and v^i;m.
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ya;i =
MX
m=1
ui;mwmvi;mxb;i| {z }
Desired signal
+
MX
m=1
ui;mwmnR;m + na;i| {z }
Noise
+
MX
m=1
KX
j 6=i
(ui;mwmuj;mxa;j + ui;mwmvj;mxb;j)| {z }
IPI
=G(S)a;i xb;i +G
(Noise)
a;i nR;m + na;i
+
KX
j 6=i
(G(IPI)ab;ij xa;j +G
(IPI)
ba;ij xb;j); (6.39)
where G(S)a;i , G
(Noise)
a;i , G
(IPI)
ab;ij and G
(IPI)
ba;ij represents the gain of each component,
nR;m represents the complex Gaussian noise of the m-th relay node with the
distribution CN (0; 2r) and na;i=dinb;i. Due to the fact that in our scheme, di is
a normalized vector (jjdijj2=1), na;i will have a distribution given by CN (0; 2u).
Let y(S)a;i , y
(IPI)
a;i and y
(Noise)
a;i denote the desired signal, IPI and noise part in
(6.39), respectively. We have
y
(S)
a;i =
MX
m=1
mui;m(
KX
i=1
ui;mv

i;m + v

i;mu

i;m)vi;mxb;i: (6.40)
Since ui;m, vi;m, ui0;m(i0 6=i) and ui;m0(m0 6=m) can be considered as zero mean
mutually uncorrelated random variables, withE[x2] = 2, where x  CN (0; 2),
we have
E[G(S)a;i ] = E[
MX
m=1
mjjui;mjj2jjvi;mjj2] =
MX
m=1
m 
u
i;m 
v
i;m: (6.41)
Now, considering the presence of CSI errors, we propose to use the same
phase rotating rule for them-th relay node with a new power scalar 0m to restrict
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the output power of each relay node in the worst case.
wm = 
0
m(
KX
i=1
^ui;mv^

i;m + ^v

i;mu^

i;m); (6.42)
where the new notations are: ^ui;m,f^i;mci, u^i;m,f^i;mai, ^vi;m,g^i;mdi and v^i;m,g^i;mbi.
Similarly, using user Xa;i as an example, (6.40) can be rewritten as
y0(S)a;i =
MX
m=1
0m(^ui;m +ui;m)
(
KX
i=1
ui;mv

i;m + v

i;mu

i;m)(v^i;m +vi;m)xb;i; (6.43)
where we haveui;m,fi;mci andvi;m,gi;mbi. If we assume thatE[fi;m] =
E[gi;m] = 0, we have E[ui;m] = E[vi;m] = 0, and as a result, E[G(S)a;i ] will
stay the same as in (6.41). It demonstrates that our phase rotating rule will re-
main effective in the presence of CSI, and now we will derive the choice of 0m
in the worst case scenario.
From the definition of ui;m and vi;m, we have
ui;m =
NX
n=1
f (i)m;nai;n 
NX
n=1
(i)m;njai;nj = (i)ui;m;
vi;m =
NX
n=1
f (i)m;nbi;n 
NX
n=1
(i)m;njbi;nj = (i)vi;m: (6.44)
The power control scalar 0m that can restrict the maximum output power of the
m-th relay in the worst case can now be derived from (6.38), and it is given as
0m =
vuut Pr;m=jPKi=1 ^ui;mv^i;m + ^vi;mu^i;mj2
2r +
PK
i=1(ju^i;mj+ (i)ui;m)2 + (jv^i;mj+ (i)vi;m)2
: (6.45)
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6.2.4 Iteration Step III: Maximizing User SINR
Now we have updated the values of the two transmit beamforming vectors ai
and bi, and the relay coefficients w. Next are the two beamforming vectors ci
for user Xa;i and di for user Xb;i.
In our first two iteration steps, the power of the desired signal at each user
node and the relay output power has been considered in the worst case with
specific values of Fi and Gi. As a result, the first two iteration steps would
have sufficiently compensated for the user SINR in extreme cases (worst case
for desired signal power) along with guaranteeing that the power constraints
are satisfied in the worst case. The part that remains unconsidered in the SINR
expression (6.3) and (6.4) is mainly the IPI and propagation noise in the denom-
inator of the SINR expression. However, it can be observed that the IPI part is
jointly decided by the transmission channel matrices of all the other user pairs
apart from user Xa;i, and thus the worst-case formulation will be too conserva-
tive and has much poorer performance. Due to these reasons, finding the lower
bound on the cost function of (6.7) would not be as important as in the two
earlier steps, and we formulate the following problem for userXa;i to decide its
receive beamformer vector (expressions for user Xb;i can be similarly derived).
max
ci
cHi F^
T
i Q^
(S)
a;i F^

ici
2u + c
H
i F^
T
i Q^
(N)
a;i F^

ici + c
H
i F^
T
i Q^
(I)
a;i F^

ici
;
s:t: jjcijj2 = 1 (6.46)
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where,
Q^
(S)
a;i = Ps WG^ibibHi G^Hi WH ;
Q^
(N)
a;i = 
2
r WWH ;
Q^
(I)
a;i = Ps 
KX
j 6=i
W(F^jaja
H
j F^
H
j + G^jbjb
H
j G^
H
j )W
H : (6.47)
In the objective function of the above formulation, the channel matrices are
replaced by their estimated values. The solution ci to this sub-problem can very
possibly provide a satisfactory user SINR even at the presence of CSI errors.
The optimization problem can be transformed to an eigenvector problem with a
closed-form solution. The results are
ci = fa;ig; di = fb;ig; (6.48)
where
a;i = (a;i)
 1F^Ti Q
(S)
a;i F^

i ;
a;i = 
2
uIN + F^
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F^

i + F^
T
i Q^
(I)
a;i F^

i : (6.49)
6.2.5 Summary of the Proposed Iteration Algorithm
In our proposed algorithms, the SINR of each user node is collaboratively max-
imized by the transmit beamformer, receive beamformer and relay nodes to-
gether. The iteration process with the above three steps is repeated until reach-
ing the stopping criterion, which is defined by a preset maximum iteration num-
ber (n0t) or some convergence requirement (defined by a preset small positive
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real number 0). In fact, supported by simulation results, our proposed algo-
rithm does not necessarily require convergence to achieve good SINR perfor-
mance, and a proper n0t could be set with trade-off between better performance
and lower computational complexity.
Iteration Steps: Sum-Relay Power Constraint
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N = 1=
p
N ,
w = [MM    M ], where M = 1=
p
M , and set t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (6.22).
3) Update w based on (6.35) and (6.36).
4) Update ci and di based on (6.48) and (6.49).
5) If jx(t)i  x(t 1)i j2 < 0 (considered to be converged) or t > n0t (x c for
userXa;i and x d for userXb;i), iteration stops; otherwise, set t = t+1
and go to step 2).
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Iteration Steps: Individual-Relay Power Constraints
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N = 1=
p
N ,
w = [MM    M ], where M = 1=
p
M , and set t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (6.22).
3) Update w based on (6.42) and (6.45).
4) Update ci and di based on (6.48) and (6.49).
5) If jx(t)i  x(t 1)i j2 < 0 (considered to be converged) or t > n0t (x c for
userXa;i and x d for userXb;i), iteration stops; otherwise, set t = t+1
and go to step 2).
In practice, for continuous transmission, the initialization step is only needed
at the very beginning. When the channel states change slowly, the iteration
number required for good performance can be further reduced.
For one user to apply the iteration algorithm locally to determine its transmit
and receive beamforming vectors, knowledge of the received beamforming vec-
tors of other users is required. This can either be calculated on this user node
(assuming the initialization settings are known by each user) or shared by users
from the same user group through limited backhaul resource before the next
iteration loop begins. The former choice has higher computational complexity
and the latter one requires intra-group communication resource. There is an-
other way to reduce the computational complexity and the required intra-group
communication resources in this scenario, which is employing a central node
(it can be one of the users) for each side to perform the iteration processes and
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calculate the beamforming vectors for each user node in the group, and then
inform them of the results.
6.3 Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results are provided to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method. The channels are of i.i.d. Rayleigh fading; the noise
variance at any node is set at 1 (2r = 
2
u = 1) and we set the source power
at 0 dB (PS = 1, compensating the unconsidered large-scale fading) and Pr is
determined by SNRR = Pr=2r . Our proposed scheme with relay strategy 1
and relay strategy 2 are referred to as rSINR-1 and rSINR-2 in all the figures,
respectively. As for rSINR-2, we use Pr;m = Pr=M as the individual power
constraint. For a fair comparison, the sum-relay output powers of all schemes
are kept the same.
Fig. 6.2 shows the SINR performance versus SNRR of the proposed meth-
ods with different numbers of relay nodes, where the iSINR method in [122]
and results based on a non-iterative ZF method (denoted by “ZF”) used in [122]
are provided for comparison. Specifically, in this ZF method, real CSI is con-
sidered, ai and bi are generated as the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest
eigenvalues of FHi Fi and G
H
i Gi, respectively, and together with ci and di, the
IPI parts are eliminated completely without iterations. We can see from the
figure that both of our proposed methods have significantly outperformed the
non-iterative ZF method. We can also see that the iSINR method cannot benefit
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Fig. 6.2: SINR performance of the proposed algorithms with different relay number settings
((i)m;n=
(i)
m;n=0, N=5, K=3, nt=5).
much from the number increase of the relay nodes when relay output power
is large, while both of our methods yield significant SINR improvement as the
relay number increases. It is also noteworthy that to achieve a certain average
SINR, the total relaying power required is reduced when the number of relays
increases and thus the per-relay output power decreases even more.
Fig. 6.3 demonstrates the effect of our proposed transceiver beamforming
scheme, where two relay-only methods are used as comparison where ai, bi, ci
and di are fixed to their initial values. It shows that when only the two relay
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strategies are used in our scheme, the average SINR increases as more relay
nodes are employed in the network, and our first proposed relay method has a
better performance than the second one for all relay number settings. However,
without the iterative transceiver beamforming steps, the performance is very
limited when the relay number is small and the SINR improvement introduced
by the transceiver beamforming process is significant for all relay number set-
tings, and the advantage becomes clearer when Pr is larger.
Now we investigate the performance in terms of the CSI uncertainty bounds.
Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 present the results for rSINR-1 and rSINR-2, respectively. The
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Fig. 6.4: SINR performance of the proposed algorithms (with the 1st relay strategy) with dif-
ferent uncertainty bounds (M=30, N=5, nt=5).
situations are similar for both methods; by maintaining power constraints in
their worst-case scenarios, the conservative relay strategies together with the
mismatch of CSI, lead to certain degradation in SINR performance. However,
the performance reduction is very limited (within 1.5dB for any Pr settings,
even when  =  = 0:20), which indicates that the robustness of both of our
proposed schemes is very high.
To demonstrate the cooperative performance of our proposed schemes through
iteration steps, Fig. 6.6 illustrates the average SINR of the proposed methods
after certain rounds of iterations. When the iteration round is set at 1, the three
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Fig. 6.5: SINR performance of the proposed algorithms (with the 2nd relay strategy) with
different uncertainty bounds (M=30, N=5, nt=5).
beamforming vectors can be considered as uncoordinated. As can be seen, the
proposed method does not have the best performance immediately after the ini-
tialization step. However, the average SINR will quickly approach its asymp-
totic value after only a few rounds of iterations, and then the performance im-
provement becomes rather limited with further iteration. This pattern applies to
different relay number settings and differen total relay power budgets.
Then in Fig. 6.7, we study the performance of the two schemes in terms of it-
eration steps under channels of different uncertainty, where the relay numberM
is fixed at 20. The figure indicates that the CSI uncertainty will introduce cer-
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Fig. 6.6: SINR performance versus iteration rounds ((i)m;n=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m;n=0, N=5, K=3)
tain degradation to the SINR performance of each user at any iteration rounds
settings. And the degradation introduced by the CSI uncertainty remains sim-
ilar for both methods. We can also notice that the rSINR-2 method will have
advantage in lower iteration rounds settings, while the SINR performance of the
rSINR-1 method surpasses the rSINR-2 method when iteration rounds are high.
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6.4 Summary
The transceiver beamforming problem has been studied for multipair two-way
distributed relay networks and in particular in the presence of CSI errors. Itera-
tive algorithms have been proposed where the SINR performance of each user is
collaboratively optimized by the transceiver beamformers and relay nodes. For
the imperfect CSI case, the robust worst-case based formulation was considered
mainly in our first two iteration steps, and two different worst-case based relay
strategies are proposed for the situation when total and individual relay output
power is restricted, respectively. As demonstrated by simulation results, a sat-
isfactory SINR performance has been achieved, especially when the number of
relay nodes is large.
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Chapter 7
Iterative Transceiver Beamforming of
Distributed Relay Networks in Cognitive
Radio
7.1 Introduction
Typical cognitive radio (CR) networks have been preliminarily introduced in
Chapter 3. In CR networks, one or several SUs are allowed to opportunistically
access the spectrum resources licensed to the PUs under limitations such as
interference perceived at PUs being regulated below a predetermined level. The
dynamic access strategy of SUs can provide great efficiency enhancement to
the communication networks. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, with properly
designed beamforming strategy in CR networks, both PU and SU sources can
have simultaneous communications to their destinations in the same channel.
However, when multiple SUs instead of one are accessing the same spectrum
resources of the PUs [129–133], it becomes more challenging to cooperate all
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the SUs.
In this chapter, we consider multi-pair communications between SUs in cog-
nitive radio networks, where multiple user pairs access the spectrum resources
of the PUs for their own two-way communications with the assistance of mul-
tiple relay nodes. Compared with the system network in Chapter 3, additional
users are included in the secondary transmission links and thus extra leakage
interference will be introduced to the primary user node. In order to keep the
leakage interference under a predefined level while maintaining the transmis-
sion quality between user pairs in the secondary transmission link, we inves-
tigate the application of our iterative transceiver beamforming schemes in this
scenario. In our considered two-stage communication network, we assume that
the PUs are having one-way communication and accordingly only the PU re-
ceiver are interfered by the communication of SUs. We only use the spectrum
overlay techniques in the first communication stage; more specifically, in our
considered scenario, the SUs only broadcast signals to the relays when the PU
receiver is idle, while the relay nodes transmit irrespective of whether primary
link is idle or not.
This chapter will be organized as follows. In Section 7.2, the system model
is introduced. Then, the iterative transceiver beamforming algorithm is derived
in Section 7.3. Following that, simulation results are demonstrated in Section
7.4. Finally, Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.
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7.2 System Model
As shown in Fig 7.1, we consider a time-slotted dual-hop distributed CR relay
network with multipair two-way communications between K multiple-antenna
SU nodes (Xa, Xb), where multiple (R) single-antenna CR relay nodes help
forward the information stream, and we also assume that the direct link between
source and destination nodes does not exist. The transmission is divided into
two time-slotted stages. In the first stage, when the primary source is idle,
the SUs broadcast their information streams to all CR relay nodes with transmit
beamforming and their weights are denoted by ai and bi (2 CN1; i = 1; :::; K),
and in the second stage, each CR relay node forward the received signal back
to all the SUs with relay beamforming, which assures that no impermissible
interference be caused at the primary destination. Following that, the received
signal undergos receive beamforming, denoted by ci and di (2 CN1; i =
1; :::; K), at Xa;i and Xb;i sides, respectively.
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Fig. 7.1: The considered time-slotted dual-hop multipair two-way distributed relay network.
We denote the SU-source-to-relay channel (fore-channel) fromXa;i andXb;i
to the relay nodes by Fi;Gi 2 CMN , respectively. We further assume the
transmission channels are reciprocal and quasi-stationary, so that the channel
gains remain unchanged during the two time slot phases. And the received
signal at the relay nodes can be represented by r 2 CM1,
r =
KX
i=1
Fiaixa;i +
KX
i=1
Gibixb;i + nR; (7.1)
where the complex Gaussian noise vector of relay nodes are represented by
nR 2 CM1 with the distribution CN (0; 2rI). Then, each relay node amplifies
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the received signal to generate the transmit signal rT as
rT =Wr; (7.2)
where the relay weights matrixW 2 CMM is diagonal and we use anM  1
vector w = [w1w2:::wM ]H to denote its diagonal entries. Next, in the second
time slot, the relay nodes broadcast rT to all the SUs. We use ya;i and yb;i to
represent the signal received by Xa;i and Xb;i, respectively, with
ya;i = ciF
T
i WGibixb;i| {z }
Desired signal
+ ciF
T
i WFiaixa;i| {z }
Self Interference
+ciF
T
i WnR
+ cina;i + ciWF
T
i
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (7.3)
yb;i =diG
T
i WFiaixa;i| {z }
Desired signal
+diG
T
i WGibixb;i| {z }
Self Interference
+diG
T
i WnR
+ dinb;i + diG
T
i W
KX
j 6=i
(Fjajxa;j +Gjbjxb;j)| {z }
IPI
; (7.4)
where na;i;nb;i 2 CN1 are the additive white complex Gaussian noise vector
at the user node, with the distribution CN (0; 2uI). The receive beamforming
vectors ci and di are assumed to be unit vectors (jjcijj2 = 1; jjdijj2 = 1).
Since its own transmitted signal is known by each user node, the self inter-
ference (SI) in (7.3) and (7.4) can be removed through some standard adaptive
filtering techniques [134]. For simplicity, they are ignored in the following
derivation.
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Then, we use y(PU) to denote the leakage signal introduced by CR relays at
the primary receiver,
y(PU) = tPWr
= tP
KX
i=1
WFiaixa;i + tP
KX
i=1
WGibixb;i + tPnR (7.5)
where tP 2 CM1 represents the relay-to-PU channel (interference channel).
7.3 Iterative Beamforming Algorithm for Cognitive Networks
In the following, two transceiver beamforming schemes will be considered for
this multipair two-way cognitive network with distributed relays. In our first
scheme, the aim is to maximize the SINR at each SU node, while ensuring
the leakage signal introduced by CR relays at the primary receiver does not
exceed a predefined threshold level. In the second one, a total relay output
power constraint is added.
Taking user Xa;i as an example. From (5.1), the SINR at this user can be
expressed as follows,
SINRa;i =
cHi F
T
i Q
(S)
a;i F

ici
2u + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

ici + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

ici| {z }
IPI
; (7.6)
where,
Q
(I)
a;i = Ps 
KX
j 6=i
(WFjaja
H
j F
H
j W
H +WGjbjb
H
j G
H
j W
H);
Q
(N)
a;i = 
2
r WWH ; Q(S)a;i = Ps WGibibHi GHi WH : (7.7)
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In our design, we propose to maximize the SINR of each user node while
suppressing the interference that is introduced to the primary user node, under a
sum relay output power constraint. Therefore, we can write the overall system
formulation for the ith user as follows,
max
ak;bk;ci;W
(k=1;:::;K)
SINRa;i;
s:t: jjcijj2 = 1;
jjakjj2  PS; jjbkjj2  PS;
Prelay  Pr;
E[y(PU)]  Pleak (7.8)
where Prelay represents the sum relay output power. As discussed before, in
order to solve the complicated global SINR maximization problem when every
user node is considered altogether, we decompose it into three sub-problems
which are associated with the decisions of transmit beamforming vector, relay
beamforming vector and receive beamforming vector, respectively. The itera-
tion steps will be discussed in the following.
7.3.1 Iteration Step on the Transmit Part
In our design, when we decide the transmit beamforming vectors at the first it-
eration steps, we do not consider their contribution to the leakage interference
introduced to the primary receiver. The first reason is that the transmissions
between SUs and relays at the first transmission stage will not cause any QoS
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degradation to the PUs, since they are idle. Secondly, although the transmit
beamforming vectors do affect the leakage interference introduced by the relay
nodes at the second transmission stage, proper designs of the transmit beam-
formers to reduce the leakage interference will result in significant performance
degradation at each user node. The reason is that in our transceiver design, the
transmit beamforming vectors of one user pair are directly related to the desired
signal power of their own transmission. Accordingly, in our design, the leak-
age interference introduced to the PU receiver is only considered in our second
iteration step where the relay beamforming vectors are decided.
In the first iteration step, the receive beamforming vectors ci, di and relay
weightsW are fixed to an updated value through previous steps; otherwise, an
initial value should be assigned to them. Then, we optimize ai and bi based on
maximizing the power of the desired signal received at Xa;i and Xb;i, respec-
tively, under a transmit power constraint.
max
bi
jcHi FTi WGibij2; s:t: jjbijj2  PS;
max
ai
jdHi GTi WFiaij2; s:t: jjaijj2  PS: (7.9)
These two problems have closed-form solutions, given by
ai = a;i  FHi WHGidi; bi = b;i GHi WHFici; (7.10)
where a;i and b;i are the power-control scalars
a;i =
s
PS
jjFHi WHGidijj2
; b;i =
s
PS
jjGHi WHFicijj2
: (7.11)
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7.3.2 Iteration Step on the Relays - Maximization of SINR at the Sec-
ondary Destination
In the second iteration step of our design, the relay weights are decided based
on fixed values (either initialized or updated) of ai, bi, ci and di. We propose
two relay strategies associated with our two considered schemes, where the first
one aims at suppressing the leakage interference power at the PU receiver, and
the second one adds a total relay output power constraint.
In this subsection, we consider our first relay strategy when the designed
relay beamforming coefficients aims at enabling the relay nodes to jointly con-
struct a stream transmission environment that can help the users to obtain a
better QoS while suppressing the leakage interference power at the PU receiver.
Constructing a diagonal matrix TP with its diagonal entries being the ele-
ments of tP , together with (7.1) and (7.2) we can derive the expression of the
leakage interference power,
E[y(PU)] = wHQleakw (7.12)
where
Qleak =
KX
i=1
TPFiaia
H
i F
H
i T
H
P +
KX
i=1
TPGibib
H
i G
H
i T
H
P (7.13)
Using the above results, the following formulation is adopted to find the
relay weights that optimizes the sum desired signal power received by all the
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user nodes.
max
w
KX
i=1
(jcHi FTi WGibij2 + jdHi GTi WFiaij2);
s:t: wHQleakw  Pleak: (7.14)
where Pleak is the pre-defined threshold for the leakage signal power at the
primary receiver. Similarly, we can transform this problem into an eigenvalue
problem where closed-form solutions can be obtained as,
w = fQ 1leakQRg; (7.15)
where  is a power control scalar decided by Pleak, and QR has the same defi-
nition as in Chapter 6.
QR =
KX
i=1
(Gif0if0Hi GHi +F ig0ig0Hi FHi ): (7.16)
where Gi and F i 2 CMM are diagonal matrices with their main diagonal
entries corresponding toGibi and Fiai, respectively, g0i = Gid

i and f
0
i = Fic

i .
We use w to represent the normalized principle eigenvector ofQ0 1leakQR and
the power control scalar  can be obtained by
 =
s
Pleak
wHQleak w
: (7.17)
7.3.3 Iteration Step on the Relays - Maximization of SINR at the Sec-
ondary Destination with Total Relay Output Power Constraint
Now consider the relay beamforming problem with total relay output power
constraint in this subsection. Using user Xa;i as an example, from (7.2) and
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(7.3), we can write the sum relay power Prelay as,
Prelay = w
H(2rIM +
KX
i=1
GiGHi +
KX
i=1
F iFHi )w = wHQPw; (7.18)
where QP is a diagonal matrix. The beamforming problem can now be repre-
sented as,
max
w
KX
i=1
(jcHi FTi WGibij2 + jdHi GTi WFiaij2);
s:t: wHQleakw  Pleak
wHQPw  Pr (7.19)
where Pr represents the sum relay power constraint.
Taking user Xa;i as an example, we rewrite (7.6) and (7.7) with respect to
the definition of Gi, F i, g0i and f0i.
SINRa;i =
wHi
Q
(S)
a;iwi
2u +w
H
i
Q
(N)
a;i wi +w
H
i
Q
(I)
a;iwi
; (7.20)
where,
Q
(I)
a;i = Ps 
KX
j 6=i
(F jf0if0Hi FHj + Gjf0if0Hi GHj );
Q
(N)
a;i = 
2
r  f0if0Hi ; Q(S)a;i = Ps  Gif0if0Hi GHi : (7.21)
Then, similarly as in Chapter 3, using (7.23) and (7.24), and introducing an
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auxiliary variable  < 0 [113], (7.22) can be transformed into
max
w;

s:t:
wHi
Q
(S)
a;iwi
2u +w
H
i
Q
(N)
a;i wi +w
H
i
Q
(I)
a;iwi
 2
wHQleakw  Pleak
wHQPw  Pr (7.22)
Denoting h =
p
Ps  Gif0i, (7.22) can be changed into a standard SOCP as
max
w;

s:t: jjU~wjj 
p
Ps~w
H~h
jj~VQ~wjj  PN
jj~VP ~wjj  P0
~wfirst = 1 (7.23)
where ~w = [1;wT ]T , ~VP = [0M1;VP ], ~VQ = [0M1;VQ], ~h = [0;hT ]
T , and
~wfirst denotes the first element of ~w, with
~Q =
264 2v 01M
0M1 Q
(I)
a;i +
Q
(N)
a;i
375 = UHU
Qleak = VQ
HVQ
QP = VP
HVP (7.24)
Note thatU,VQ andVP are the Cholesky factorization product of matrix ~Q,D
andQleak, respectively. The SOCP (3.37) can be solved by firstly reducing it to
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a SOCP feasibility problem by assigning a value of  using the bisection search
procedure [117] and then the interior point method [113] or some other ad-
vanced interior-point-based methods, such as the SeDuMi package [118], which
produces a feasibility certificate if the problem is feasible.
Using the bisection search procedure and interior-point-based methods to
solve problem (7.24) requires several rounds of iteration and thus requires rel-
atively complicated computation resources. However, under particular condi-
tions, the problem can be reduced to one of the following sub-schemes, and
as our simulation results will demonstrate, with particular settings in our con-
sidered network those conditions can be met with high probabilities. The two
sub-schemes are given as,
max
w
SINR
s:t: wHQleakw  Pleak (7.25)
and
max
w
SINR
s:t: wHQPw  Pr (7.26)
Both of them can be solved using the same approach as in Section 7.3.2. Denote
the solution to problem (7.25) and (7.26) aswopt1 andwopt2, respectively. Under
the following conditions, problem (7.23) can be transformed into either of the
above sub-schemes.
Condition 1: If wHopt1QPwopt1  Pr and wHopt2Qleakwopt2 > Pleak, (7.23) is
transformed to sub-scheme (7.25), and the solution is wopt1.
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Condition 2: If wHopt1QPwopt1 > Pr and wHopt2Qleakwopt2  Pleak, (7.23) is
transformed to sub-scheme (7.26), and the solution is wopt2.
Condition 3: wHopt1QPwopt1  Pr and wHopt2Qleakwopt2  Pleak can only be
satisfied when wHopt1QPwopt1 = Pr, and w
H
opt2Qleakwopt2 = Pleak. In this case,
wopt1 and wopt2 are identical.
Condition 4: If wHopt1QPwopt1 > Pr and wHopt2Qleakwopt2 > Pleak, (7.23)
cannot be transformed into either of the sub-schemes, and it remains being
solved as SOCP.
7.3.4 Iteration Step on the Receive Part
Now the values of the two transmit beamforming vectors ai, bi and the relay
coefficients w are all updated. Next are the two beamforming vectors ci for
user Xa;i and di for user Xb;i. Since the receive beamforming vectors will not
produce any leakage interference to the PU receiver, it remains to be decided by
the same rules as in 6.2.4 of Chapter 6.
For convenience, we repeat the SINR expression in (7.6) and (7.7) in the
following,
SINRa;i =
cHi F
T
i Q
(S)
a;i F

ici
2u + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

ici + c
H
i F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

ici| {z }
IPI
; (7.27)
where,
Q
(I)
a;i = Ps 
KX
j 6=i
(WFjaja
H
j F
H
j W
H +WGjbjb
H
j G
H
j W
H);
Q
(N)
a;i = 
2
r WWH ; Q(S)a;i = Ps WGibibHi GHi WH : (7.28)
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The receive beamforming vector that optimizes SINR of each user is given as,
ci = fa;ig; di = fb;ig; (7.29)
where
a;i = (a;i)
 1FTi Q
(S)
a;i F

i ;
a;i = 
2
uIN + F
T
i Q
(N)
a;i F

i + F
T
i Q
(I)
a;iF

i : (7.30)
7.3.5 Iteration Algorithm Summary
In our proposed algorithms, we have collaboratively maximized the SINR of
each SU by the transmit beamformer, receive beamformer and relay nodes to-
gether, while the leakage interference signal introduced to the PU receiver is
reduced by carefully designed relay beamforming vectors. The three above it-
eration steps are repeated until reaching the stopping criterion, which is defined
by a preset maximum iteration number (nt) or some convergence requirement
(defined by a preset small positive real number ).
The iteration steps of the two proposed schemes are summarized in Iteration
Algorithm Summary A and Iteration Algorithm Summary B for the two
considered schemes as follows.
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Iteration Algorithm Summary A
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N = 1=
p
N ,
w = [MM    M ], where M = 1=
p
M , and set t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (7.10) and (7.11).
3) Update w based on (7.15) and (7.17).
4) Update ci and di based on (7.29) and (7.30).
5) If jx(t)i  x(t 1)i j2 <  (considered to be converged) or t > nt (x c for
userXa;i and x d for userXb;i), iteration stops; otherwise, set t = t+1
and go to step 2).
Iteration Algorithm Summary B
1) Initialization: ci;di = [NN    N ] 2 C1N , where N = 1=
p
N ,
w = [MM    M ], where M = 1=
p
M , and set t=1.
2) Update ai and bi based on (7.10) and (7.11).
3) Obtain wopt1 and wopt2 by solving 7.25 and 7.26, respectively. Update
w based on which of the four conditions that wopt1 and wopt2 satisfy.
4) Update ci and di based on (7.29) and (7.30).
5) If jx(t)i  x(t 1)i j2 <  (considered to be converged) or t > nt (x c for
userXa;i and x d for userXb;i), iteration stops; otherwise, set t = t+1
and go to step 2).
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7.4 Simulation Results
In our simulations, we consider the cognitive network with multi-pair com-
munication between SUs, with the number of user pairs being set as K = 3.
The transmission channels between SUs to relays and relays to PU are quasi-
static i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels; the noise variance at any node is set as 1
(2r = 
2
u = 1) and we set the source power at 0 dB (PS = 1, compensating
the unconsidered large-scale fading). The leakage threshold Pleak is determined
by SNRL = Pleak=2r , while the total relay output power constraint is deter-
mined by SNRR = Pr=2r . The value of  = 0:01 is chosen to determine the
convergence of the iterative process, and nt represents the maximum number of
iteration rounds. And in our simulations, we consider the very worst situation
when the PU receiver is located close to the relays, and thus the additional path
loss between relays and PU receiver is assumed to be 0 dB.
In Fig. 7.2, we present the average SINR performance of the first proposed
approach, versus the leakage interference power threshold at the primary re-
ceiver, for different number of relays. It can be seen that the SINR performance
is very satisfactory considering that the PU receiver is located close to the relays.
When the number of relays increases, the SINR is improved and the improve-
ment is especially significant when the leakage interference power threshold is
low. As the threshold SNRL is set higher, the performance gets better; how-
ever, when a large number of relays are included in the network (M = 10),
the SINR difference at SNRL =  10dB and SNRL = 10dB is only 2 dB,
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Fig. 7.2: SINR performance versus the leakage power threshold and number of relays (N=5,
K=3, nt=5).
which indicates that increasing the number of relays can dramatically reduce
the interference introduced to the PU receiver, when total relay output power is
not restricted. The reason is that, as indicated before, in our iterative transceiver
algorithm, when the number of relays increases, the total relay output power
required to achieve the same SINR can be greatly reduced and so is the total
interference introduced to the PU receiver.
Fig. 7.3 demonstrates the SINR performance of the first proposed approach
in terms of number of iteration rounds. As can be seen, the SINR performance
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Fig. 7.3: SINR performance versus the number of iteration rounds (Pleak = 0dB ,N=5, K=3).
versus number of iteration rounds remains in the same pattern as in the previous
chapters, where in the first few iteration rounds the improvement is very signif-
icant. It shows that our proposed iterative transceiver beamforming algorithm
can still effectively coordinate the users and relay transmissions and improve
their transmission QoS in the cognitive radio networks.
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Fig. 7.4: Probability of Condition 1, second scheme (N=5, K=3).
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Fig. 7.5: Probability of Condition 2, second scheme (N=5, K=3).
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Figs. 7.4-7.6 illustrate the probability of the relay beamforming vectors sat-
isfying each decision condition of our second scheme, versus SNRR with dif-
ferent SNRL and number of relays settings. Note that, since Condition 3 is
proved to be only valid when it is a special case of Condition 1 and Condi-
tion 2, it is not considered here. It can be seen from Fig. 7.4 that Condition
1 can be satisfied with high probability when a large number of relays are in-
volved in the network and the total relay output power is low. However, in
order to achieve good SINR performance at each user, some value of SNRR is
required. Accordingly, unless the relay number is large and we sacrifice some
SINR performance by lowering the total output power, the problem can not be
transformed into sub-scheme (7.25) with high probability.
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For Condition 2, Fig. 7.5 indicates that in order to transform the scheme into
sub-scheme (7.26) and avoid solving the problem as an SOCP, the networks
should include less relays; otherwise, the relay nodes should have sufficient
output power budget. In Fig. 7.6, the probability of our second scheme satisfy-
ing Condition 4 is depicted, in which the relay beamforming vectors can only be
obtained by solving an SOCP with several iterations using the bisection search
procedure. As shown in the figure, the probability peak is always 1 where the
original scheme can not be transformed at all, and the peak is shifted as the
number of relays changes. Carefully choosing the network settings to avoid the
probability peak of Condition 4 can help reduce the computational complexity
of our scenario.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, the distributed beamforming problem in a cognitive network
with multi-pair communication between SUs has been studied. Our previously
proposed iterative beamforming algorithm was extended in this network to sup-
press the leakage interference received at the PU receiver and optimize the aver-
age SINR performance of each SU. When a total relay output power constraint
is considered, the transceiver beamforming problem can be either solved as an
SOCP or transformed into two simpler sub-schemes under some specific condi-
tions. The probability of performing such a transformation is investigated and
simulation results are provided to guide the network settings.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Plan
8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the FF relay beamforming scheme has been extended in the con-
text of cognitive radio networks in Chapter 3 and the simulations have illustrated
that even with the extra task of suppressing interference introduced to the pri-
mary user, the FF relay nodes still can suppress the ISI properly. Besides, we
have also proved that with certain settings of the network, the problem of de-
signing the FF relay nodes can be reduced to solving two simpler sub-problem
with less computational complexity.
Then in Chapter 4, the multi-pair relay network with multi-antenna user
nodes has been studied where we proposed an iterative transceiver beamform-
ing scheme to take advantage of the multi-antenna setting of user pairs and shift
the main computation tasks from relay nodes to the user nodes. In our proposed
scheme, the global solution is very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain, and
accordingly we proposed to iteratively obtain a sub-optimal solution by solv-
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ing the transmit beamforming vecotr, relay beamforming vectors and recevie
beamforming vectors with proper division of the original problem. From the
simulation results we can conclude that our scheme can well enhance the aver-
age received SINR of each user node with the coordination of the transmit and
receive beamformers. We also conclude from the simulation results of kernel
density of relay scalar, that the iteration step that decides the relay scalar can be
take out of the loop and move to the last step. This conclusion is further proved
by our other simulation results in that chapter.
Then, in Chapter 5 we further extended the iterative transceiver beamforming
scheme where the iteration steps are completely distributed among user nodes
and relay nodes to increase the computational efficiency of the system. Follow-
ing that, a relay strategy is designed for the relay nodes, which from the results
has proved to be able to significantly increase the SINR performance compared
to simply using an uniformly AF protocol on the relay nodes. Simulation results
also indicate that the proposed method is quite robust to channel state changes
between different rounds of iterations.
Robust design of the iterative transceiver beamforming scheme is studied in
Chapter 6, where two relay strategies were proposed considering sum relay out-
put power and individual relay output power constraint, respectively. The robust
worst-case based formulation was derived in this chapter and the problem in-
troduced by CSI uncertainty was also discussed, where our proposed schemes
make some trade-off between guaranteeing the worst-case performance and im-
proving the average performance of each user. The simulation indicates that
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both of our proposed schemes are very robust against CSI errors while remain-
ing significant improvement of average user SINR.
In Chapter 7, we considered the transceiver beamforming problem in the
context of cognitive radio networks. We demonstrate by the simulation results
that with our amended iterative transceiver beamforming scheme applied on
the secondary user nodes, the interference introduced to the primary user can
always be kept under a predefined interference threshold, while keeping the
SINR of the transmissions between secondary user pairs at a satisfactory level.
8.2 Future Work
For future work, there exist some remaining problems and potentials of im-
provement in our proposed schemes. For the FF relay beamforming scheme,
it is studied in the context of cognitive radio networks and it demonstrates its
ability to combat the frequency selective channels. However, in our consid-
ered networks, the channel states are assumed to be quasi-static, which means
that the CSI remains static over a frame time. But in practice, the commu-
nication channels are constantly changing, and just like how we studied our
iterative transceiver beamforming schemes with different channel stationarity
level, similar research could be done for the FF relay beamforming schemes,
where proper changes should be applied to the original system models.
In our studied multi-pair two-way relay network with multi-antenna user
nodes, the original beamforming problem of maximizing individual SINR of
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each user is solved by dividing the problem into three sub-problems, each of
which has a closed-form solution. We proposed this alternative way to solve
this problem where each sub-problem can be potentially solved on each node
with some proper shared information; however, the original problem still seems
to remain too difficult to solve, since the SINR of each user is jointly decided
by not only its own beamforming vectors, but also beamforming vectors of
other users and the relay beamforming vectors. In our simulations, we find that
sometimes during the iteration processes, there are some intermediate values of
beamforming vectors that can lead to better SINR than the convergence values,
which means that the solution of our proposed scheme is indeed sub-optimal.
So the main question is that, for the problem presented in the thesis, is it
solvable? If it is, the global solution must require the global information of ev-
ery user nodes, will the computational complexity be too high and are there any
other ways to reduce it? What is the trade-off between reducing the complexity
and obtaining the real optimal solution? Is there any other iterative algorithm
that can lead to closer solutions to the optimal one?
Since our proposed schemes still require the CSI to be shared among users
and relay nodes, another reasonable way to improve our algorithms is to use
the statistics of the CSI, and thus the complexity of our schemes can be further
reduced. However, this requires a total different system model to be established
and this could be done in the future work. There must exist some methods
to further reduce the complexity of our schemes by introducing some properly
designed reference signals to jointly carry the information of channel states and
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updated beamforming vecotrs, and together with a modified iterative algorithm,
our transceiver beamforming schemes could potentially be further improved.
And in Chapter 6, we investigated the application of our iterative transceiver
beamforming schemes in cognitive radio networks. However, it was only a
simple start with assumption that the PU receiver will not be interfered at the
first transmission stage. Further work could be done with respect to suppressing
the interference introduced at the first transmission stage, where the decision of
transmit beamforming vectors in our first iteration step should be adjusted with
proper designs.
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